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Fee Increase
Passes Board
of Trustees

COMPUTER REGISTRATION
SYSTEM ARRIVES
On-Line Registration for Spring

By LINDA ZUECH

By SUSAN ROBERTS
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A new computer system which
~ has been in developmental stages
for about four and a half to five years
and which
had beeP
;
..~ntJed ID Baruch
i
students since the Summer '87
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the registrar.
McCarthy said, in person
Slee. GIl-era, .... of the IIItenIaregistration can take anywhere'
..........tsolllce..
from a period of half an hour to
three hours depending on each individual's luck. However, with the
introduction of the Baruch On Line
Student System, registration for the
Spring 1988 semester will undergo a
major change at Baruch. With this
system, if everything goes
Complaints against the services smoothly, registration should not
of the Foreign Students' Office take more than ten minutes from
have been launched by various the beginning to the end.
students who claim that the office
With the BOLSS some of the ~::onIy One person who is
~es of regist.J:ation .~ -ee- •.
-~ fC)f aD 1,600 intema- m8in the Same. ACCOrding to .~-.'
()

'.

u

-=-_:_H-«rt1Yi&".

minaI operator who will input the
information into the terminal. McCarthy said, "The major change
(with the new system) will be that
full-time students will not be required to pay first. All students will
pay after registration has been completed." In the past, only part-time
students were required to pay after
their registration procedure was
completed. When the process is
completed, the student will be given
a confirmation right on the spot
which will include a bill and all the
financial aid that the student is entitled to.
. Commenting about the On-theSpot-Confirmation, McCarthy
said, "In the past, being able to tell
a student that a particular course
was closed or that there was a pro-

CO J)o£oa --Levy~--"'~eeI_~.-RGOm--nlt1i'oJl!tlbt-1~~IJ"~""

foreign stUdent and - an upper
senior, Steven Goldberg is the indiVidual responsible for running the
entire office. Besides the help he
receives from two student aides, for
about 20 hours per week, he is on
his own. Said Levy, "He answers

An unidentified Baruch student
standing in front of 17 Lex. Ave.
was struck in the head when several
bottles were thrown from a window
abov.e him at 2:39 p.m. on Tuesday,
- Nov. 24, according to Mr. Vincent
Iannaco , assistant director of
security.
"We have people saying three or
four bottles were thrown from the '"
top of one of the windows, "said
Iannaco. He went on to say, HWe
had witness that said it came from
our building. The witness we contacted said it came from approximately the seventh floor. He
wasn't sure."
According to Iannaco, "The student was hit in his head and he was
brought to the nurses office by one
of the guards. "
Iannaco said, "The nurse's office

initiated the first aid. I believe he
refused to go to the hospital."
Dr. Ronald M. Aaron, the
associate dean of students said,
"Based on what on of the students
who was present said, it appears to
have been thrown from a Baruch
window on the Lexington Avenue
side. "
HIt did not come from one
cafeteria. It must have come from a
classroom whose windows faced the
Lexington Avenue side.: However,
this is one students assessment,"
said Aaron.
According to Aaron, Dr. Helen
Isarrov-Andonedis did the stitching
of the wound, which was an inch to
two inches long. The student' was
later picked up by his mother and

(Continued on Page A /2 Col. 4,J
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ACKERMAN

RESIGNS ESSA
PRESIDENCY
By KENNEI'H BROWN
The President of the Evening Session Student Assembly, James
Ackerman, resigned his post ·on
November 19, 1987 for "personal
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am not coming back to Baruch next

(Continued on Page AB. Col.L)
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Falling Bottle
Injures Student

Z

The proposed student fee increase was passed by the City
University of New York's Board of
Trustees at their November 23
meeting. The increase will go into
effect for the spring '88 semester.
The increase will raise the Day
Session Student fee from 536.35 to
$50. The increase was voted on in a
student election which took place
on Oct. 13-1 S. The measure passed
664 in favor, 634 against,
John Richards, president of the
Day Session Student Government
said, "I just want to say thanks to
the 1308 students who came out to
exercise their right to vote. It was a
reassuring statement to the fact that
apathy is not alive as people seem to
think."
He went on to say, "To the 664that brought it up, we say thank
you doubly, and to the others, as
time goes by and they see the increase in activities and services they
win begin to feel comfortable with
the·
.. 1"

1110II1II5 McCarthy,
the registrar.

blem with a student's registration
took an inordinate amount of time.
Under the new system, the student
should be able to be notified of any
problems that had been encountered with the registration in
five minutes if not less than that."
Early registration (which will be
December 7-10 for the Spring
semester) will also be affected by the
new system. Students will be dropping off just the registration card instead of induding the pink mastercard and the payment invoice. The
students who receive a complete
schedule will be mailed a confirmation and a bin. A deadline by which
to make payment of the bill will
also be included.. Commenting on
the present system. McCutby said,
"Tbe students had to make a a:xnmitment with no guarantees that his
or her classes would be accepted.
The students who did not get a
complete schedule would have actually paid for a complete
schedule. " Students entitled to ear(Continued on Page A 10, Col. 3)

Samuel Johnson, the dean of
semester. "
students, for his recommendation:
H. Kwasi Donkor was elected to
Johnson's recommendation was
replace Ackerman as president at
the same November 19 meeting. According to the ESSA meeting
minues "the usual practice of
separating nominations and elections by at least one meeting" was
suspended in order "assure the continuity of the presidency."
We felt we didn't want a lame
duck president," said Donkor.
According to the current ESSA
Constitution, in the event of a
vacancy in an executive office, "a
replacement shall be elected from
within the Student Assembly at the
next scheduled meeting. "
Besides
Donkor,
Julian
Aronowitz was nominated for the
ESSA presidency. According to the
meeting msmtes, Donkor won in a
JeIIII • • • •
closed voted counted by Mark
PresIdeIIc
of tile DSSG.
Spergel, assistant director of Evening/Graduate Student Services.
Previously at the ESSA's given to Joel Segall, president of
September 8 meeting, Aronowitz Baruch.
Segall, Richards and Johnson
had been defeated in his bid to
went before the CUNY Board of
become president by Ackerman,
(Continued on Page A 12. Col. /)
(Continued on P02e A 12, Col.2J
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An Unwelcome .Reception
The Foreign Students' Office is another example of the administration's total lack of concern for
the students. The Office, run by Steven Goldberg, and Goldberg alone, has ceased to be an effective
unit for the 1,600 international students it supposedly represents. As reported in this issue, Goldberg
has been operating the office without a receptionist since last June and the small amount of
assistance he does receive comes from two student aides who work approximately 20 hours per week.
This leaves Goldberg the rest of the time, to do all the paperwork, typing, telephone answering and
dealing with the students.
This situation is an abomination, There is absolutely no excuse for approximately 10 percent of
Baruch's student population to look to one individual to take care of all their problems. The foreign
students are a group that by their very nature requires a large enough staff to meet their needs. The
life of a foreign student must be a very difficult one as they are in a new country dealing with new
people and different kinds of situations from those they may have encountered in the past. They are
entitled to special help, counseling and activities if they so desire. After all, they pay tuition just like
every other Baruch student. In fact, they pay double the tuition that other Baruch students pay.
The lack of funding available to Baruch is obvious and one can sympathize with the aorninistration's difficulty in obtaining permission from the State Legislature to hire new employees. However,
a group of students needs are at stake and the students should be the most important consideration
at this College. If the administration cannot hire at the very least a receptionist to help Goldberg do
his job more efficiently, then they would be well advised to rethink their priorities and transfer someone into his department from within the College.

Possible Solution to
Registration Blues
For at least four years the Baruch administration has been promising students that they would
not have to toil with the archaic registration process whereby students are herded into one room,
seated, anticipating the slim chance that a runne will notice them waving t.heir arm frantically with
the card that holds next semester's schedule. Every student that has ever registered for a course at the
college knows the horror of being closed out of courses and subjected to hou~s of tensio~ waiting for
an addition to the offered selections. But this coming spring semester promises to be different. No
more frustration or prolonged waiting because according to the registrar's office, the computerized
system will be ready for ] 988.
. , .
The Baruch On Line Student System, as it has been entitled, has been instituted at a very opportune time. The new campus proposed by the master plan (which is targeted for completion in a maximum of eight years) will certainly be a strong selling point for Baruch: In addition t~ thi~ college's
present reputation among CUNY colleges as being the nu~ber on~ c~01ce of graduating ~Igh school
seniors it is a fair assumption that the amount of applicants WIll Increase even more In the next
decade: To service that multitude of incoming freshmen; anefficient sy-stem is not only a juxury~ but
a necessity. That is why the timing of the induction of this new process could not have been better.
The new system has a couple of semesters to work out any problems and polish off the edges before
an influx of new students registers, a surge that will be due to the "campus appeal" that the master
plan creates.
. . .
..
By evaluating the apparent goals of the system, It seems that the registrars office IS startI.ng In. the
correct direction. The purpose is not to eliminate the amount of employees to work at regIstra.tlOn.
but to simply shorten the time spent by each student. In fact, the same amount of people w~ll be
working during spring registration than with the old system, so that the only place left for efficiency
ro go IS up.

'To The Editor:
Christopher Ward's article
"Welfare Warfare," published in
your 1l/17/1987 issue of Ticker
deals polemically with welfare. If I
am not misled by his polemical
tone, the thesis is the following:
although a welfare system is
sometimes necessary, it is a
nuisance (is communism any different?').
I would like to make here three
informative points:
1.
2.

3.

'poorest of the poor'
category - those with incomes below half the poverty line ($5,600 for a family
of four) reached its highest
level in more than a decade.
Some 39.2 percent of all
people who were poor in
1986 (or' 12.7 million people) lived in households that
had incomes below half the
poverty line."
•
"Some 41.5 percent of all
poor people aged 15 and
over worked in 1986, equal
to the highest percentage
since 1986. There were 8.9
million working poor people last year, up from 6.6
million a decade earlier. "
(Newbriefs, Nov. 1987, The
Jesuit Office; data taken from 8/87
News release of Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities: 236
Massachusetts Avenue., N.E., Suite
305, Washington, D.C. 200(2)
In this context, welfare system
appears to be an urgency.
3. How do we act in order to
prevent welfare systems
from being a structural
necessity?
It is important to act so that
welfare systems will be found unnecessary. It depends on any of us,
though in different ways. Recently,
the U.S. Catholic bishops issued a
text called "Economic Justice for
All;" in their text, they wrr c that
"social justice implies that persons
have an obligation to be active and
productive participants in the life of
society and that society has a duty
to enable them (I) participate in this
~'y • "
They propose several
themes for reflections:
"the firsidine of .attack
against poverty must be to
build and sustain a healthy
economy that provides
employment opportunities
at just wages for all adults
who are able to work."
"vigorous action should be
undertaken to remove barriers to full and equal
employment for women and
mi norities"
"self-help efforts among
the poor should be fostered
by programs and policies in
both the private and public
sectors"
"the tax system should be
continually evaluated in
terms of its impact on the
poor"
"all of society should make
a much stronger commitment to education for the
poor"
(Continued on Page A5, Col. 1)

Egalitarianism versus communism
Necessity of a welfare
system
How do we act in order to
prevent welfare system
from being a structural
necessity?

Egalitarianism versus communism
According to Ward, "Communism, at least in theory, tells the
people that everyone has the same
amount of everything, therefore, all
people are equal." Since earlier
Ward refers to Marx, it is fair to ask
whether this view about communism is consistent with what
Marx wrote. Actually, this
egalitarian view on communism has
little to do with Marx's thought.
Marx's project is to set the workers
free from the "alienation" which
prevails in their work. In an early
text, Marx writes: "Communism is
for us not a state ofaffairs still to be
established, not an ideal to which
reality (will) have to adjust. We call
communism the real movement
which abolishes the present state of
affairs" (quoted in: Easton and
Guddat, Writings of the Young
"Marx on Philosophy' and Society,
New York. Doubleday & Co. 1967,
p. 426),
I understand that Marx's thought
has to be criticized. But meaningful
criticisms ask for prior attempts to
get into Marx's views. Or else, Don
Quixote will go on ~h his fight
against windmills.
Necessity 0 f a wei fare
system
Just a few data here, concerning
1986:
•
"The average poor family
had income $4.394 below
the poverty line in 1986.
This is further below the
poverty line than in any
years since 1963, except for
the
r e c e ss io nih ig h
unemployment years of
1982 and 1983."
•
"The proportion of the
poor who fall into (he
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tbe Fortnight

"We pay double tuition and when we go
to the office we see him running between the
phones and the typewriter. "

BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION

Workable Welfare
Last issue I presented my views on the
welfare cJJhilosophy'" which has had a
detrimental effect on the country. I felt I
could not leave it at that..•..Here is my
solution to the present we/fare
"condition. "
The Welfare System creates a dilemma
within American Society. 'In tbis the land of the
rich, a moral responsibility exists to provide
for the unfortunate. At the same time, there
is an overwhelming ethical responsibility
which supports the rights of the individual
over any hardships. The government has no
"right" to interfere with a person's life,
even when that life exists in poverty. At present, the welfare system sends an unclear
message to society. It attempts to give a
helping hand to the impoverished. Yet the
. impoverished see the-system not as "help"
but as a way of life. This is morally incorrect. It disavows our Constitution by allowing citizens to become wards of the state.
Ir does not have to be this way.

~

. '.···1"
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By GLENN PALMER

must be re-established. First, welfare tenure
must be taken away. Nobody should be on
welfare for' life. Secondly, the criminal
elements must -be taken out of the public
projects. Crime must not pay, because if it
does then why should anyone obey the law?
OK. The obvious question now is, "Who's
gonna bell the cat?" Most importantly individuals must be taught to believe in
themselves.
Taking a systematic approach to government supplements, the obvious way to give
a person self-esteem is to make him an important integral part of a team. Getting a
check every month for watching TV and
smoking crack won't cut it. Give the same
check to someone who has been trained to
take care of children in the buildings. Give
the same check to someone because they are
responsible for the buildings maintenance .
Give the same check someone who has
been part of the neighborhood security
watch.

~

The position of black people in the
United States has improved when considered in terms of the actual gains achieved
in the economic, social, and educational
arenas. The average level of income for a
black person is higher today than ever
before, More blacks are experiencing
academic success, and have actually entered
professions that were closed to them a little
over a decade ago.

were denied equal resources with these institutions. Consequently public black colleges never provided the same number or
caliber of educational services to the black
community as have their white counterparts. The majority of the black public colleges of this era, was a consequence of the
avoidance of admitting blacks to existing
white institutions.
Six years after Morrill Act, the case of
Plessy vs. Ferguson (1896), established the
doctrine of separate but equal facilities for
black and white Americans. With this came
a new emphasis on industrial training for
blacks as 'opposed to liberal arts education.
This was justified on the irrational ground
that blacks were intellectually inferior. This
period was characterized by a continuing
debate of vocational versus liberal education for. blacks. Black scholars such as
Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. DuBois
were at the forefront of this .debate, with
the former supporting vocational training
and the latter in favor of liberal arts education. Washington believed in educating
blacks for the agricultural conditions that
surrounded them at the time. Dubois
believed that a liberal arts education was the
channel for total equality and opposed the
unfounded assumption of black inferiority.
The outcome was that both forms of education managed to coexist. However, more
money was channeled into vocational as
opposed to liberal arts education.
A new form black colleges began in 1954
with the supreme court decision in Brown
vs. Board of Education, which declared
racial segregation in public education illegal. With this landmark decision emerged
a new goal of racial integration. The net
outcome of this decision for black colleges
seem to have been a re-examination of the
imbalances in federal aid to these institu-

However, despite these gains in
economic, social, and educational terms,
when compared to the gains of white
Americans, not only the gap continues to
widen. but the "American dream," continues (Q be an illusion to an increasing
number of blacks and other racial
minorities. Despite comparable educational
attainments, there is a significant disparity
between the incomes of black and white
Americans, with the latter earning in some
instances, twice as much as the former ..
One can go even further, give each
With this in mind, what are black institubuilding ID cards for its tenants. Set up a
tions of higher education doing to address
Just as education is the process through
democratic building council to take care of
this problem, which may consider to be
which learning takes place, a system could
problems in each building. These councils
nearing crisis proportion. To answer this
be implemented which a person could pass
would be responsible for care and
question, it is therefore necessary to take a
through to achieve self sufficiency. The key
maintenance, security and the general
historical look' at these institutions.
words are "system" and "process" which
morale. They would be given the power to
Throughout most of the history of the
allude to a beginning and an end. It is
give out jobs and punish those who break
United States, higher education for blacks
necessary that applicants to such a system
building rules and regulations. By making
has typically meant segregated education.
understand that welfare is a temporary conrecipients responsible for their own pro-,
Black colleges and universities originated
dition that will allow the individual time to
blerns, rather than depending on the state,
and developed in a special system that conre-evaluate his or her goals and aspirations.
they can begin retrieving responsibility of
doned slavery until 1865 and replaced
One should enter the system at the bottom,
their lives. This system will force' the
slavery with a color-caste system after
as if in an economic "boot camp. "
amount of public money allocated to be
emancipation. Before the civil war,
Through a structured rebuilding of an independent on the amount of work recislaveholders vigorously opposed education
-dividuals moral integrity they will leave at
pients produce towards the upkeep, educafor blacks in the South. In the North, even
the top. This rebuilding can consist of intion, and safety of their neighborhoods.
in the absence of slavery, whites were exdividuals being given increasingly more difCertainly, within such a system people will
tremelyreluctant to provide education for
have-no
other
choice
but
produce,
to
imblacks. Both Northern and Southern whites
ficult tasks and responsibilities in the public
prove their life. Yet~ to work, it must be
sometimes used the threat of violence to
assistance community. In essence, public
understood that the public assistance is not '.. ,prevent blacks apd their sqpporters from__ -..Q.c;aDl;......,IiGUO_G-~:.aIl-ol_
. .~...~QI;. .:e.-~~s.i~~~!1<:e.~9ul..Q~~lJln~the pegple....Q!l it,_.
UGGSu ~ac..d ~_,.~_~);~S
··petllt~nent. __ Tftm _mu~ .~ .a progressiYe
establishing scbools.Bow~.in-spiteof
with a rank structure mucb .like in the
. -them. d1=lle-eiW' npes. ~e . . . .
bnilding of the individual into one who not
these obstacles, blacks have made determinmihtarv. It would provide the recipients with a
19605, helped sustain the federal commitonly can be self sufficient but wants to be
ed efforts to obtain college and university
feeling of accomplishment and wc-rth. They
ment to black colleges and also helped to
self sufficient. Within the welfare "team"
training since early in the nineteenth cenwould be able to relate their abilities and
build black and white confidence in the
society it must be constantly drilled into the intury .
aspirations to the larger, more conventional
legitimacy of these institutions. At the same
dividual
that
more
is
possible
outside
the
The first real landmark in the history of
American society.
time, black students earned the right to
black colleges came in 1865' at the close of
enter predominently white schools. Unfor"
the system today is so bad,
the Civil War following the Emancipation
tunately this has been slowed considerably
Proclamation. The first large scale efforts
by the Reagan administration. The mass enthat it amounts to psychological
were made to organize educational facilities
trance of black students into predominently
that would enable freed slaves to participate
genocide. "
white colleges during the heights of the Civil
fully in society. The first black colleges were
Rights movement was a turning point for
sphere of public assistance. It must be drillWhat destroys the present system is
actually established in the North before the
black schools. Prior to this, segregation
ed that more is possible, by playing by the
Civil War; Cheyney in 1830; Lincoln and
the philosophical ambiguity presented to
barriers had made it almost impossible for
rules
and
following
the
law.
Wilberforce, both in 1856. All these colthose on welfare. Honest, law abiding
blacks to attend white schools in the South.
It all sounds Utopian in it's simplicity.
leges were under the- auspices of Christian
Few Northern institutions were willing to
citizens faced with the demeanor of beJust round up all the welfare people,
missionaries
who
were
moved
by
the
conenroll black students, partly because of
ing in the system, find themselves bareput them jn charge of the ghetto
spicuous lack of educational opportunities
stereotypical belief in the black man's inlyable to survive on the government suppleand then they'll put an end to all the crime,
for blacks at the time. Similar efforts were
ability to benefit from higher education and
ment. They are thrown into public housing
graffiti
and educational lethargy present todiscouraged by the antebellum South,
filled with crime and drug addiction. They
partly because of social stigma attached to
day.
At
least
it
will
be
a
move
in
the
right
where
it
was
illegal
for
slaves
to
receive
the black presence in white society.
do not work, they do not own anything
direction,
education.
Today the majority of black students atwhich they can call their own.
The system today is so bad that it
As was customary, blacks played a very
tending colleges in this country, are doing
I
amounts to nothing less than psychological
minor role in establishing, financing, and
Role models presented within this enso at predominently white colleges. The
genocide. We are killing important human
administering these schools. Despite their
vironment exist as the rich drug pusher, the
debate now rages over whether or not black
values
which
are
the
fiber
of
our
nation.
It
newly
freed
status,
black
students
were
pimp, the thief, the gang leader. While the
colleges serve a useful purpose in a society
is crazy to give money to people for no
treated as inferior in respect to the shaping
government sees welfare as helping the poor
that is striving for total integration in
work.
It
is
crazy
to
give
money
to
people
of their behavior and morals. Furthermore,
get away from their poverty, the poor get a
educational setting. Ambivalence over the
to produce illegitimate children. It is not a
the expectation of the proposed education
different message. A message that says,
role of black colleges have been constant in
sin to be poor, it is however, wrong to allow
of the black man was very low. Southerners
"The government gives small change," and
terms of resources made available to these
people to survive without even trying.
also remained quite hostile to the idea of
"the real world ain't worth it." It tells them
schools and the intellectual heights allowed
which
allows
those
on
public
A
system
educational development among blacks.
to break the law, sell the drugs and get a
them. However, despite the financial and
assistance
to
contribute
towards
their
surMost
black
schools
during
this
period
were
million bucks. Like some modem day Alice
intellectual constraints under which these
vival cannot hurt. It can only serve to better
colleges in name only, consisting of elemenThrough the Looking Glass, this is the
schools have to function, a number of them
their existence, help them to believe in their
tary and secondary school departments.
backward philosophy that pervades the
such as Howard and Morehouse, have held
own abilities and have respect for the areas
Only a small number of these colleges
welfare playgrounds.
their own, even by national standards. Conin which they live. Such a system will serve
developed advanced curricula and began
sequently, there is no doubt that black colthe moral responsibility our country has
It's not complicated to see such
granting bachelor of arts degrees after the
leges have earned a foothold among.
towards ending poverty while allowing the
ambiguity must be destroyed. The difmid.:lSOOs. In short, this era saw Christian
mainstream American colleges, where they
poor to be more than second class citizens.
ference between good guys and bad guys
missionaries eagerly take the financial and
continually have to be proving themselves.
leadership role in the private education of
Black colleges still serve psych01ogicai
the American blacks. However, they were
and sociological functions that cannot be'
The opinions on the Op-Ed pages are those of the
very ambivalent about the intellectual
duplicated by predominantly white instituindividual writers and do not necessarily represent
heights to which they should be encouraged
tions of higher education. One of the most
to
rise.
important functions provided by black colthe views of The Ticker editorial board.
I'
The Morrill Act of 1890, a federal manleges is that of deliberately designing a
,',
date ruled that states must either provide
human support system to address the total
The Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed
separate educational facilities for blacks or
needs of black students. Predominantly
opinion pieces for publication.
..admit· them to existing colleges. All
white institutions of higher educatioR are
Southern states chose t-o establish schools
not flexible enough, nor willing structually,
The Ticker,
for blacks. While, separate, these public
to accommodate the diversified needs of
facilities
never
approached
equity.
Blacks
(Continued on PQge A4. Col..1)
Room 301£ of the Student Center.
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-Doron Levy. a foreign student,
on the state of affairs in the
Foreign Students' Office, run by
one man who is responsible for
1,600 students.
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LETTERS
Education
(Continued from Page A 3)
black students. Many black institutions
seem more willing to accept black students
where they are in terms of prior academic
preparation and provide them with skills
that qualify them to pursue professional
careers in both the black community and
the. larger society, hence the need for the
continued existence of black colleges.
There is no doubt that the problems inherent in operating black institutions of
higher education are irrevocable. The lack
of financial support is still a major concern
to administrators and their supporters.
Many of these institutions are still excluded
from the mainstream of higher education in
America. However, in spite of these difficulties, black institutions of higher education continue to provide a major source of
educational opportunities for those who
aspire to matriculate beyond the high
school level.

CHAYKIN CPA. REVIEW

LETTERS

CAN YOU SETTLE FOR LESS7

(Continued from Page A2)

• We offer you comprehensive and complete coverage of all topics
required by the AICPA Guide for CPA Candidates in THREE
EVENINGS PER WEEK AND NO WEEKEND CLASSES!
• We offer you LIVE instruction by award-winning college professors from Hofstra University and Baruch College whose
accounting departments were .ranked No.1 and No.2 in the
East!

• We offer you more rather than fewer instructional hours at the
same or lower fee than the other courses!
• We offer you a free repeat course (we doubt that you will need it)
for the succeeding May exam and/or a 50% discount for any
subsequent repeat courser
• We offer you audio tapes of missed lectures for home use and
videotapes of missed lectures at our office!
• We give you our comprehensive four-volume set of newly revised
texts at no additional cost!
• Courses for the May 1988 exam will begin December 14, 1987
and February 16, 1988!
Call for a brochure and a free 55 page booklet, "INFORMATION
FOR CPA CANDIDATES" published by the AICPA.
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Professors Bird (Art) and Bixler (Math) ,Feit·Setrtinar
Room J603 in 23rd Sneer Building. An introduction (0
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CHAYKIN CPA REVIEW
The comprehensive review course
114 East 32nd Street # 1406
New York, NY 10016
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Call toll free from the
Metropolitan New York area!
1-800-624-2954

LOCATIONS: Classes win meet in Manhattan at Park Avenue and 33rd Street.
in Long Island at Hofstra University and in Queens at Queens College.

FLASH!!! SPECIAL 100/0 DISCOUNT TO
CLASS OF '88

'" .

"policies and programs at
all levels should support the
strength and stability of
families, especially those
adversely affected by the
economy"
"a thorough reform of the
nation's welfare and
income-support programs
should be undertaken. "
"(1) public assistance programs should be designed to
assist recipients wherever
possible, to become selfsufficient through gainful
employment' ,
"(2) welfare programs
should provide recipients
with adequate levels of supports"
"(3) national elegibility
standards and a national
minimum benefit level for
public assistance programs
should be established"
"(4) welfare programs
should be available to twoParent as well as singleparent families. "
(NCeD, Economic' Justice for All,
Office of Publishing and Promotion Services, United States
Catholic Conference, Inc.,
Washington, D.C., 1986, pp. 36.97,
98, 99, 101, 102. 103. 1041
One may be annoyed by the
"shoulds"... and yet. these are good
themes for discussion and action.
Now, what do we. do?
Antoine Kerhuel
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STUDENT
COMPLAINTS
To 1be FAitor:
For the last three years since I
have been at Baruch, not once have
I been satisfied by the services
granted by the Foreign Students' Office. This is not only my feeling, I
have spoken to many other foreign
<rudcnts who share this view.
Many times I have visitec ~!:e of.......e
---: t
._ .......
e . ;
:- a '
.c.- c:.....:nple
._.~._ers
a..__
., \e
been told to come back another
day, with not much effort being
shown to entertain my request, On
the occasions when Mr. Goldberg is
in the office most of my problems
were discussed in the open at the
receptionist desk, in a very rushed
manner. I would expect that any
time a student wishes to see the
foreign student advisor to discuss
any problems, they should be invited into his office and there,
discuss the problems, not in a
public forum.
I have also encountered a problem in the attitude being expressed
whenever any service is being
granted. I was told upon entering
the College that there was a Foreign
Students' Office to help me with any
problems and to provide the services needed by Foreign Students. I
am pleased to know' this, but I am
very much discouraged when I visit
this office and get the feeling that I
am a bother and that I am disturbing someone from doing his job,
"What is that job,?" I must have
misunderstood, I thought that we
foreign students were a part of that
job.
On behalf of all the disappointed
foreign students. I would like to
place a request for better service
from the Foreign Students' Office.
t~
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The life of a foreign student is not
an easy one, and the disappointing
service of the Foreign Student Office does not help the situation. The
foreign student population is very
important to Baruch, they can be
utilized in discovering and providing the services which are needed
to help make life in New York a
more pleasant experience.
Looking forward to change,
Disappointed Foreign Student

100 computers service over 5,000
students in the curriculum of
statistics, mathematics, accountancy, management, marketing, etc ..
We make every effort to manage
these resources so as to maximize
their availability to the student
population.
The ECC Microcomputer Lab is
an educational resource and as
such we endeavor to provide support or equipment to facilitate its
utilization. Our consultants are
qualified to provide general
assistance on the various software
packages supported by the
Microcomputer Lab (Wordstar,
Lotus. dBase III +. BASICA. and
DOS). The consultants should not
be confused with tutors or class
assistants. Our consultants can help
To The Editor:
users with syntax problems, but
I have not been following the batthey are not Permitted to advise
tle of words with regard to Iranusers on logic problems. For examIraq et. ale very closely, but I must
ple, they can tell a student how to
take exception (and umbrage) at the get a printout (syntax) from Lotus
letter in your 11/17/87 issue by
1-2-3, but they cannot aid the stuFazleabbas Pirmohammed. Par- dent in the creation of an economics
ticularly:
related macro (logical).
Iran does not hate any
Occasionally, professors will use
software which is not supported by
American Citizen. Iran
hates the policies of the adthe Microcomputer Lab. Whether
this software is purchased by the
ministration and the
users from the bookstore, or is put
methods that they employ
on reserve at the sign-in desk, it
in implementing them. This
cannot be consulted on by our staff.
view of Iran was stated by
The professor and his/her class
the Iranian Ambassador to
the U.N.
assistant are responsible for providing the necessary assistance on
If this is so then why do Iranians
continue to kill Americans? If this these products.
The duties 0 f the ECC
is so then why do Iranians take
Microcomputer
consultants may
American hostages'? If this is so
then why are Iranians constantly have been unclear in the past. We
threatening Americans with the are happy to have had this opporkinds of actions that are in violation tunity to clarify their role and that
of their own Koran? Fanaticism win of the Micro Lab. We hope that
always find justification for its ways users will find this clari fication
through the nebulous nature of beneficial in their future utilization
of the ECC Microcomputer Lab
religious dogma.
Don't believe everything that you facilities. •
ixear: b anjans -a:re1:loing"~of--mu-'.
The Staff of the
because they hate Americans. They
ECC Microcomputer Lab
hate Americans because "the administration"
represents
Americans. They have "whipped"
themselves up into a religious frenzy whereby Iranian women can do
nothing more noble than to bear
male children and raise them only
to die as martyrs and thereby go to
heaven.
This religious frenzy is highly irrational and when viewed outside of
the borders of Iran or the boundaries of the rather peculiar view
Iranians seem to have of what being
a Moslem means. can confuse the
world. You cannot deal rationally
with an irrational people. Neither
can you believe officials who tell lies
in the face of incontrovertable proof to the contrary.
It's as simple as this: you can
waste your time trying to deal with
a fanaticism that has no rules or
you can wait for the straw that will
break the camel's back before you
become a convert to the Code of
Hammarabi.. In neither case will
there be a winner. There can't be
when one side cares nothing for the
dead of their foes while their own
People are all in heaven.
S. Kohn, Sr. C.L.T.
Dept. of Nat. Sci.

IRAN'S
FANATICAL
JUSTIFICATION
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MICRO
LAB
CLARIFICATIONS
To The Editor:
The staff of the ECC Microcomputer Lab would like to reply to the
recent letter Mssrs. Levinson,
Schlimer, and Ms. Kessler wrote in
the October 27 Ticker. We concur
that there are times when the Micro
Lab is very busy. Congestion is to
be expected when slightly more than
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Twas the night before Christmas
Jingle Bells and Rudolph
Masters of the universe
PeeWee Herman Dolls
Overkill Still
The city under a spell
Twas the night before Christmas
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Frosty Breath
on the window

./

Crisp.Steam
In a witness dream
The Santa's on the street
Ringing Bells for money for
The bums who lay at their feet
And the children laughed and smiled
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as the store clerks ran Amuck
Wrapping presents, filling shelves
the escalator is stuck
The Christmas tree in Bondage
lean upon an
old Dodge van
imploring a passerby
Named Stan
To bring them home.
It's Christmas time
"Kashmear scarves" ... "Here"
laid out on cardboard box
The entire world looks
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on its Christmas and we donate
to the nice man from another country
Selling Godzilla's on a Blanket
It's Christmas time
Three kids wear red plaid
They are brothers
With their mother
One steps in the Gutter
Breaks the ice into puddle
All too subtle
mom pulls him back and smiles
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. It's Christmas time r-- _.. While,he-erowd stands
round to listen
To a violin and flute
play their very own rendition
of that chipmunk song
.about the Hula Hoop
It·~s Christmas· time
....and-lll.8're not weary ...
stiff-Jots 8' shopping'to do
For all those relatives
We thought were just a few
All Dundled up
Gloves pulled tight
funny noses
Chestnuts smell funny
The pretzels are better
Subway steam
Industrial Heat
Like the icy buildings aU around us
In a little park though one squirrel left
He has no presents to buy
He searches for food to survive
A little old woman
tattered coat
Shuffles over, reaching out
One squirrel left
. She gives him some peanuts
It's Christmas time

on the entire wOJ'Jd has one
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usc
DON'T LOOK A
GIFT HORSE IN
THE MOUTH
Dry rushes at U. of Pennsylvania
fraternities and sororities have caused some Penn Greeks to turn to
alternative methods of attracting
freshmen-including strippers. At
least two have turned up, and peeled, at recent rush get-togethers.
Although a couple of attendees
were quoted in the campus
newspaper as saying the events were
"disgusting," the age-old entertainment drew little reaction from the
adminstration or student groups.
"Without the alcohol it's hard, very
hard for thefreshmen guys to meet
girls," said one frat member,

JEANS IN
CREAM
You scream, I scream, the editor
screams! The popular Ben & Jerry's
brand of ice cream came up with an
advertisement that was frozen out
of Penn State U. 's Daily Collegian.
The ad. featured a man and a
woman, both wearing blue jeans
with buttons saying "Take Your
Licks." Apparently it wasn "t that
double entendre, but the fact that
the woman's jeans were unbuttoned, while the man's were not, that
sealed the ad's fate. One prominent
feminist commented that the ad
shows "male sexuality is much
more sacred."

WELL, THAT'S
ANOTHER FINE
MESS, OLLIE!
Play it again, Ollje. He was barred from showing his slide show
'Supporting the Reagan administration's Central American policy, .;;0
Lt. Col. Oliver North is taking the
show to college campuses across the
country. The slides. until recently
classified photos and charts, indude SO\ iet ships ratrolling the
Caribbean Sea and Cuban children
learning addition with guns and
grenades.

ENGLISH
AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE

the phone, types and he also
counsels the students. We pay double tuition and when we go to the
office we see him running between
the phone and the typewriter.
Something must be done."
Marcia Higgins, an upper
freshman as well as an internat ional
student, stated that she once had
trouble with an 1-20 form, which is
an immigration form used by
Baruch. '" went to Goldberg to let
him deal with my situation. He
wasn't very helpful. I had to go
about it myself.'·
Levy made it clear that his complaint is in no way reflected on
Goldberg's performance. "I think
he's doing a great job. He's trying
to do his best, it's just that it's like
chaos. "
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Pornography for women is the
idea behind Crowbar, a magazine
being developed by a group of
feminist students at Yale U. "Most
erotic art or porn is aimed at men, "
says one of the magazine's
founders, "and women don't enjoy
looking at erotic images. Porn can
be made with a female in mind and
ca n go beyond sexism and
homophobia." The first issue
should be out later this month.

HOLD THE
ANCHOVIES!
Pizza terrorists: a new wave? Pizza parlor managers charge that U.
of Missouri Greeks are terrorizing
pizza delivery people, smashing
t"icadlig:ht, and stealing: pizzas-s-and
.:._: :"'<;ce ~'.:::l .o rake decisive ac·1, 'TO, _ Greek leaders. however, deny
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The School of Psychology of
Florida Institute of Technology and
the Heritage Health Corporation
have established the Food Addic-
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DRIVE

-compiled by Lindo Zuech
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Candidates who qualify for our unique CPA review course
will either pass the May exam or receive up to a 50 percent
tuition refund. Call now for information before our very
small and personal class is filled. Con"eniently located ·in
Manhattan on Park A vet South.
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(711) 444-8325.
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Goldberg stated that he had a
full-time receptionist until last
June, but '·she was reassigned to
the Admissions Office during the
summer. Admissions is the
priority.' ,
The only thing Goldberg said he
requires is a receptionist so "I can

tion Hotline. The purpose of the
Hotline is threefold. First is to provide information to callers about what food addiction (bulimia and
compulsive overeating) is and how
In an effort to help during this
help for the disorder might be obtained. Second is to gather informa- holiday season, the Day Session
tion about the nature and extent of Student Government will be sponthe food addiction problem in the . soring a food drive for City
United States. With the creation of Harvest. City Harvest is a nonprofit agency that distributes food
such a data base, professionals can
begin to better understand the pro- to soup kitchens, shelters, and
private neighborhood agencies that
blem and to respond with aphelp the poor.
propriate treatment methods. Third
With the help of students, meals
is to raise the awareness in the
can be provided for the needy in our
population that food addiction exneighborhood. All it takes is a simists, is a devastating disease, and
ple visit to the kitchen shelf or the
that treatment is available.
Callers to the F.I.T.-Heritage supermarket. Canned donations of
baby formula, fish, meat, soup,
Food Addiction Hotline will be
and vegetables as well as boxes of
given basic facts about food addiction. They will be asked a variety of pasta, rice and sugar-basic nonperishable foods-will be greatly
questions about themselves and
appreciated.
their eating habits. Based upon
Your donations will be accepted
their answers to the questions, they
at the information desk, Main
will be referred to sources within
floor, Student Center, 137 E. 22nd
their local communities, such as
S1. or Helpline, Room 516, 26th S1.
Overeaters Anonymous. Those
callers who are in crisis will be referred to a counselor for crisis intervention. Although Heritage
Health Corporation will certainly
, be happy to accept appropriate pa-tients from among the individuals
Representatives from Opryland,
who call, solicitation for Heritage
the Nashville theme park will make
facilities is not one of the purposes an audition stop in New York City
of the Hotline. If desired, callers on Dec. 7 and 8. The auditions are
will be made aware of available part of a 23-city nationwide tour
resources in their community. The that began in Memphis Nov. 3.
number for the National Food AdThe New York audition dates are
Monday, Dec. 7, and Tuesday,
diction Hotline is 1-800-USA-0088.

players must be prof'tcient doublers.
ConductorIpianists must submit a
resume and references, and a piano
audition will be required.
Stage managers and technicians .
should bring resumes. Stage
managers will be interviewed at the
auditions, while tech nicians '
resumes will be forwarded to
Opryland's technical director.
Performers who are cast will
begin rehearsals as early as Feb. 1,
1988, or as late as the middle of·
May .1988 depending upon the production.
Opryland is part of Opryland
USA, an entertainment facility.
These auditions are not for the
Grand Ole Opry.
For more details about the audition tour, write Opryland Entertainmen t Department, 2802
Opryland Dr., Nashville, Tenn.
37214; phone 615-871-6656.
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.. I had transfer credits in the Fall
of 1986," said a foreign student
who wished not to be identified. "I
didn't get my credits evaluated until
April or Mav of 1987. I took
courses that weren't necessary. It
makes
it
more
difficult
financially ."
The consensus among these
students seems to be that Goldberg
is overworked and as a result has a
limited amount of time available to
deal with each studenrs needs ef. fectively. Additionally some foreign
students pointed out that their
needs are rarely. met privately,
rather, they are met in the reeption
area mainly because Goldberg is required to man the telephone.

Graduate Student Assembly
meetings are generally held on
Wednes9ays, at 4:30, in the GSA
office in Room 514, 46 E. 26th St.
Meetings are open to all graduate
students. They are invited to attend
meetings, express an opinion,
become informed and get as involved as their schedules permit. Occasionally, meetings have been canceled. If students wish to check in advance, they can either call the GSA
office (in the afternoon) at
725-4172, or check the door of the
GSA office early in the week.
Arrangements are being made to
get up suggestion boxes. Until this
is done, if students have any concerns or suggestions to present to
the GSA they can either attend
meetings or leave a note at the offlee. Student government exists for
the students!

FOOD
ADDICTION
HOTLINE

RIU

PLAYGIRL II

GSA
MEETINGS
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~comPiled by Undo Zuech

(Continued from the Front Page)
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Proof that girls just want to have
fun? By most accounts, the majority of condom purchases are by
women-on and off campus. An
employee of Westvend, maker of
condom vending machines, puts the
figure at 65 percent. Whatever the
percentage, there clearly is interest
on the part of the female buying
public. An official at the U. of
Nebraska-Omaha's health center
explains: "Women usually take the
responsibility for sexual activity."

BIROS OF PREV

activitv.
" r-izza-raidinz~-

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

• ,.'

WOMEN TAKE
THE INITIATIVE

ES

TICKER 'TOONS
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A witchhunt? Nine student
governments affiliated with the

~

Florida Students Association have
taken the initiative in identifying instructors who don't speak English
clearly. They've set up telephone
hotlines, distributed classroom
surveys, and monitored instruction.
At the U. of Florida, the student
government distributed-and the
student newspaper printed-a list
of 15 instructors who may be
English-deficient. One UF professor has compared the student
government tactics to Nazi Germany's Gestapo.

ERS

Dec. 8, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the third floor of the Minskoff
Rehearsal Studios (1515 Broadway
at 44th).
New York Cityisthe only stop in
- New York this year. No appointments are necessary for the opencall auditions.
Orpyland is looking for per.formers proficient in virtually all
styles of American music, with versatility being the key factor. Both
....
non-country and country entertainers are being sought.
Singers should be- prepared to
perform three numbers that show
ability to handle both ballads and
upbeat selections. Singers should
bring sheet music in the proper key.
Dancers will be asked to prepare
a routine of no more than one
minute. A record player and a
cassette player will be available.
Most instrumentalists will be asked to sight read, and woodwind

NEWS

have someone to cover the office."
This would allow him to concentrate much more on the students'
problems. Although Goldberg does
utilize the services of the student
aides, he stated, "It's very unfair to
give the burden to these people."
-\5 he pointed out, the aides first
priority is their schoolwork and
they do not devote the time and
energy to the job. that a full-time
employee would."
John Fisher; the director of admissions and Goldberg's direct
supervisor, said he transferred the
receptionist as a part of a
reorganizat.on plan that took place
this ~: . . [ summer. Fisher stated that
then.. are two main areas that the
Foreign Students' Office deals with:
the immigration paperwork and
evaluating transcripts. According to
Fisher, evaluating transcripts
creates far more work and it was for
this reason that the receptionist was
transferred to the admissions office
where all student transcripts are
evaluated.

Fisher called the present circumstances "Not a good situation,
but it's better than it used to be."
He described the employment situation at Baruch as not being able to
hire new employees as this would
have to be first approved by the
State Legislature. "It's sort of a
given. There are no new lines
(employees). We don't even think
of adding new staff." Fisher attributed this problem to Baruch's
lack of monetary resources.
Fisher, who -is in charge of
Undergraduate Admissions Office,
the Graduate Admissions Office,
the Financial Aid Office and the International Students' Office, said
that the most severe problems exist
elsewhere. He termed what is occurring in the International Students'
Office "an inconvenience. Quite
frankly, if the State Legislature
gave me a gift tomorrow of a new
line, they would go to the
Undergraduate or Financial Aid
Offices," he said.
Levy stated that there used to be
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a newsletter and activines for
foreign students. Since Goldberg
has become overworked, all this has
changed.
Said Goldberg. "It's absolutely
frustrating. There's triple paperwork because of the new immigration procedures."
"I don't think the administration
cares about Steven (Goldberg) or
the international foreign students,"
said Levy. "We're not asking for a
red carpet."
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LACK OF FUNDING & DEMAND
CLOSES VETERAN'S OFFICE
By JOH~RICARo
Baruch College has closed the
Veterans' Office, due to a decrease
in funding, coupled with a decrease
in demand for the services provided
by the Office which had been
located on the 17th floor of 360
Park Ave. So. According to
Dr. Samuel Johnson, dean of
students, support had come from a
federal grant. "It was no more
than $12,000 to $18,000. The
amount had been determined using
a formula based on how many vets
were on campus."
B:.It. Johnson added, "As vears
passed and fewer vets were on the
campus. the amount of federal funding decreased. The Alumni
Association was a major source of
our operation funding. Th~; gave
us more than $10,000. Michael
Maraukas (who had been the director of the office) was very persuasive in getting support from the
Alumni Association.":

Johnson speculated that since
some of the members of the Alumni
Association were veterans, perhaps
the association was sympathetic to

Dr. Ronald M. Aaroa,
associate dean of students.
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By SALVATORE F. BELLUOMO

Reverand James R. O'Connell
has been assigned to Baruch College
by the Archdiocese of New York, in
order to re-open the Newman Club,
according to Carl Aylman, the
director of Student Activities.
"The Archdiocese assigns
priests to begin Newman. clubs
which work with student groups,"
said Aylman, "For the first time
since its closure nine years ago. the
Newman club is attempting to
re-start its connections with
Baruch."
The Newman club is an organization which promotes a Christian
presence on campus. O'Connell, who will be chaplain to the
Baruch club, stated that "the focus
of the Newman club at Baruch will
be fellowship, service, teaching,
and celebrating the Eucharist. It
will also encompass social, cultural,
and spiritual dimensions."

,
I

McCarthy said he wanted to
make it clear to everyone that the
BOLSS is not only a registration system. He explained that "it
is an actual student information
system that starts at the point a student applies to the institution and
goes all the way to graduation and
beyond. It entails academic transactions, financial aid transactions and
it monitors special programs which
a student might be engaged in.
Ultimately it will audit a degree and
help to do an advisement sheet. The
final aspect of it is that it will issue a
transcript. "

When asked about the reason for
the delay of the introduction of this
new system, McCarthy said. "We
have a system that is being adapted
to Baruch College and it needed
many modifications to make it
workable at Baruch. It (the system)
also required a lot of programmatic
changes." McCarthy thought the
Spring semester to be the most
suitable for the introduction of this
new system because "we're dealinz
with a continuing population. It's;
natural flow going from the fall to
the spring term. Going from the
spring to the fall term, we have
over 5,000 students who have never
gone through registration at
Baruch-s-that's even more difficult
to deal with than with a population
which has already gone through it.
There are many fewer students that
we have to deal with in Januarv as
opposed to August."
-
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Newman Club
To Be Re-opened

Club To Start
Black History
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the vets who may have needed help there and then than to be told two
in applying for the grants that they three, four or five days after t~
come and change your program,
were eligible for.
Johnson said that once the ma- when there would have been even
jority of Vietnam vets had either fewer courses available."
Asked if this new computer
graduated from Baruch, or exMagazi~e
system
will red uce the num ber of
hausted the benefits to which they.
were entitled, "the alumni felt they staff needed for registration, Mccould be more productive with their Carthy said, "At first we would
By JOHN D. FRANK
money. " Other colleges have seen a probably have the same number of
similar drop in funding for their workers and employees to do
A graduate student at Baruch
veterans offices due to the same cir- things. Once we see how the pro- Michael Robinson, is in the proces~
cedure goes, then we would be able
cumstances, Johnson added.
of starting up a magazine dedicated
to make modifications to the
"We would like to pick up the number of staff that wiD be re- to Black history. Robinson is the
counseling for the vets," said quired." Currently, the full time founder of the club, Brain-trust,
Johnson. "so Richard McQuillan in staff works many hours during and has recently been appropriated
the Registrar's Office will offer per- registration period. Some of them 1,000 dollars from Day Session Stusonal counseling to vets."
come into work as early 7 a.m. to dent Government to get the
magazine started.
According to Associate Dean of about 8 p.m. McCarthy added
Students, Dr. Ronald M. Aaron,
"with this on-line system, we would
Baruch's DSSG are the first
the award that the federal governbe able to tear away people's hours.
financial supporters for Robinson's
ment was willing to grant Baruch So that those who come early can
idea. According to Robinson, the
this year was probably near $3,000. , ~eave early and those that are stay- "one thousand dollars will be used
"Th~t is a very small part of the I mg .Iate c~n come in late." In order for the publication indirectly." He
funding needed." Like Johnson, , to cope with the new system. an ex- /
w~nt on to explain that the money
Aaron doesn't feel that vets atten- i tra. day. was added to in-person WIll not be used in the publication
ding Baruch will be hurt by the clos~glstratIOn so t~at the staff ~~ll not of the magazine but to reach coring of the office, since counseling : be ?acked up .WIth .people warting to porations and other City University
will be available in the Registrar's I register. Registration days should ,
of New York campuses to gain their
office. "I haven't heard anv . go much quicker and smoother but i support.
negative comments from the vet~ i now tha~ eve~one will be paying'
yet," he said.
I after registration, there'll be peaks
Although Robinson, the former
and valleys at the cashier vice-president of DSSG, has gone to
windows. "
the DSSG first before going to the
The new on-line system is basical- Graduate St udent Government
ly the same as the system in use at which directly represents him
Hunter College, except that Hunter Robinson's being the founder of
COMPUTER
does not have to deal with early Brain-trust is okay according to the
registration at the present time. DSSG's Vice-president, Francine
REGISTRATION
Recently, Hunter's system went Gennis. She stated, "Anyone can
down, delaying the registration for be a founder of a club as long as it is
several hours. When asked about open to Baruch students and it is
(Continued from Front Page)
the possibility of a breakdown of not in violation of their (the clubs)
our system, McCarthy said, "The constitution.
ly registration (those having at least system will be backed up every day
45 credits) will not be able to receive (a copy of what the system looked
The goal of Brain-trust ~ cona confirmation on the spot because, like at the end of each day will be
stitution, which Robinson repeatedas McCarthy said, "The concept of made) to a tape file, so the max- ly stated was a "vague" one, .is, acthe drop off. early registration is imum we would lose is what might cording to Robinson, " ...to prothat they (the students) do all the come into work as early as ~ am. to
.._ i~t~!.~~t~~E g!-. !h~
work at horne, bring the .materials about· eight p.m. MoCafthy·adEJ8j·tAal·· .. ~~!~. ........ _t.~e.........
....
.... .
and drop them off. They don't have that "there are a Jot of reasons why
to stand on line; they don't have to we could lose the use of the system
come in at a specific time. They can but the restore function will restore
drop off the materials any time dur- the system back to where it was last
ing the one week period."
time ...
.
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McCarthy further added that
"even though there had been too
many false starts on the whole process. at this point it looks like a
viable system that would serve
~aruch College for a long period of
time." ,

Under the present registration
system which has been used at
Baruch siqce the 196Os. the process
takes much longer. This is caused
by the fact that IBM Cards have to
be picked manually. They (IBM f·
Cards) have to match with what the !
students write down on the registration card. If there are some
discrepancies between what the stu- l
?ent writes and what is actually bemg offered, the registration staff
will have to do a manual check IO
verify that the student is taking the
right course and has the right status
to take a particular course. The
registration staff tries as much to do
checks for conflicts manually even
though it is a strain and amounts to
extra work. McCarthy said, HIt is
better to change your program right
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Dr. Samuel Johnson.
dean of studeRts.

According to the Dean of
Students, Dr. Samuel Johnson
"Father O'Connell sent a letter to
the college proposing to re-open the ~
Newman club." Johnson explained
that "the campus ministry service is
...>+-provided free by various organizations. It allows students the opportunity for consultation."
.. ;.. O'Connell, who is 33 years
old, is presently living at St.
Stevens of Hungary church. He is
of the Franciscan order.The Collcge
has recently assigned an office to
him on campus. The office is on the
17th floor of 360 Park Ave.
So. His office hours will be on
Thursday during club hours and on
Friday. (Friday hours are not set at
present.) His present phone number
is (212) 439-9710. He plans to hold
Mass every Thursday at 1 p.m.
in a club room, not yet assigned.
0 'Connell said he feels
that Baruch students are special in
that they are for the most part
business students, who hope to earn
large
salaries.
O'Connell
said, "The Newman club will
counsel students on fellowship,
value of friendship, and a sense of
service, to assist them in becoming
well rounded people."
Presently O'Connell has
the Newman program established at·""" "._"
Hunter College, and a similar program will be in operation at Baruch
in the very near future.
According to O'Connell,. "Fortyseven percent of Baruch students
are Christians."
O'Connell said, "I am here to
._se.ry.eJb_e.entire.communur in.any. way that they need. "
O'Connell said the Newman club
will be "open to all people;
students, professors, staff and all
administrators. "
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BHAA
HEARING HEED
By JOHN D. FRANK

former.....

MkaeI Robinsol.
.Itl.'
of tile DSSG aDd fonder of BniDtnIsI.

,

l
students, faculty, and administration. And, this triad will work on
projects that wilJ enhance CUNY
students in the eyes of the business
community, faculty, and CUNY
administration.
. John Richards, the President of
the DSSG, said "They're trying to
pull together the students and
various members of the faculty and
the administration of Baruch to
gain knowledge and' experience...
The first project that they have embarked on is putting together a
magazine for Black History Month
1989."
Robinson stated that nowhere in
the club's constitution is there any
mention of starting a magazine. Yet
the money allocated to the club will
be used to "lobby for the
magazine. "
Richards said they are going to
use the 1,000 dollar allocation "to
put together mechanicals for their
(Continued on Page A12~ Col. 3)

The Black and Hispanic Alumni
Association presented its case at a
hearing on November 20 against
Baruch College and Joel Segall to
the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit 'Of New York and
presently awaits for a decision by
the judge presiding in the case.
No one at Baruch seems to be
following or is willing to comment
on the case.
Lester Freundlick, the president
of the Alumni Association did not
even know that the hearing had
taken place. He had nothing to say
about the case except, "I was not
present and no one reported it to
me."
Douglas Henderson, Special Projects Coordinator at CUNY Cerrtral, said, "It's like watching grass
grow! It's been going on for five
years now and there is very little to
tell." Henderson went on to add,
"[The] judge will make a decision
within a couple of weeks at least."·
The attorneys, handling the case
for Baruch, stated, "We don't
comment on litigation."
Joel Segall, the president of
Baruch College, also has declined to
comment on the case "until after
the decision."
The central issue of the case being
argued by the BHAA and Joseph
SeDman, both of whom were disgtistied with the decision of the previous
court, is if BHAA's First and Fourteenth Amendment rights have been
violated.
o
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NEWS
paper, then we take in. We're just
deficit financing less" (with one increase).
Aylman went before a meeting at
the Bernard M. Baruch College
Association, Inc. on Wednesday,
December 2 -in order to modify the
budget for the Student Center
Board.
According to Aylman, "We factored in the new fee of Spring '88
plus we put money back into
various categories." Some of the
areas that received a increase for'
this year's budget are fringe
benefits for personnel, cleaning and
maintenance, security, the Student
Center Program Board, Helpline,
Summer Program, Leadership
Training and the Street Fair.

FEE
INCREASES
(Continued from Front Page) .
together a funding consortium. r.t
will be a coalition of clubs and
government that will come together
to pool our talents, resources and
Trustee's committee on Student Affairs and Special Programs to present the proposal increase at their
Nov. 5 meeting. The committee
unanimously approved the
measure.

Richards said once the Board saw
unanimous adoption of a measure
by one of its committees, there must
have been, a psychological push to
vote in favor of the measure.
Richards said once the committee
had unanimously adopted the in(Continued from Front Page)
crease, "I was confident that it
Concerning his win over
would pass at that point."
Aronowitz, Donkor said, "Julian is
Asked what he will do now that a good person. I'm sure he is disapthe increase had passed, Richard 'poinred as anyone would be."
said, "We're going to be putting
Said Ackerman, "Julian has a lot
energy to bring in large-scale of good qualities. But, they are
speakers and events on campus. things thai are not what a president
Where in the past we were limited in necessarily needs."
Aronowitz was not available for
our budgets, it won't be a rarity to comment.
see an ID or I I thousand dollar
. "I believe I was elected based on
event on campus."
my performance with the clubs,"
Three dollars of the increase in Donkor said. According to him,
revenues will be going to the Stu- membership in B.L.A.C.K. under
'"
'
dent Center. Asked what will be hIS
tenure as Its president increased
done with the Center's .portion of from 4 to about "16 or 20." "I
the increase, Carl Aylman, the hope not to betray the con fidence
director of Student Activities said. I placed in me."
"Basically, we took areas that were
Donk~r stressed the main goal of ,
cut and brought them back to their I his presidency was to "get more I
previous levels of funding. evenmg students involved" and,
However, even doing that is just a t?US, increase their voice in the decishort term fix ... for this year's sions made concerning Baruch
budget we'll be spending more, on students.

ESSA
PRESIDENT
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TRUST
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"It's partly our fault," said he replied that he had no intention
Donkor. "Because we have so few of the latter as of yet.
on the ESSA we are unable to have
Danielle DeSilver, of Queens
people attend Student, Center Pro- College, stated "I have great ideas.
graming Board meetings, for exam- I want to see it (the publication) on
ple. If we don't we don't have a all college campuses."
voice and those there make deciAccording to Richards, "The
sions beneficial to their situation." group has already met with some
. Donkor will continue the "Free people in the chancellor's office at
Food Nights" and other events CUNY and some of the adsponsored by the ESSA to
in- ministrators at Baruch to gather
crease awareness among evening support, advice and input."
students.
. "Jt 's their money we're spending.
Robinson mentioned that he felt
They should benefit from it," he that "many faculty at Baruch
didn't have faith in the students... "
said.
Donkor, an upper senior, is a It is his belief that Braintrust will
record analyst who works for the "prove to people (the faculty) that
New York City Department of really don't believe in the ability of
Records and Information. A CUNY students."
former president of the club
Richards said, "Cherel Nelson,
B.L.A.C.K. Donkor had been serv- one of the students in the Day Sesing as vice-president of financial af- sion (is the president of Braintrust.)
fairs of the ESSA.
He's Robinson) is the driving force
behind it."
Richards said, "If students in
high school could see what students
(at CUNY) are capable of doing, it
would really help the (CUNY'S)
recruitment effort. I feel that just
by having this magazine, students
(Continued from Page A 10)
will benefit."
The magazine which has yet to
letter-head and stationery for their receive a name is due for publicainitial mailing. They intend to com- I tion for February '89 Black History
bat Black Enterprise. Ebony and Month.
Black Collegian to get their support. They're looking to start pro.
duction this spring."

Although Robinson stated that
"The hope is that the rnagazine will
be done by CUNY students for
CUNY students," and that the
magazine's "primary focus is on
the black market at CUNY
schools." When asked if he has any
intention of publishing the
magazine outside the CUNY system

w

FALLEN
BOTTLE
[Continued from Front Page)

brouzht home.
"Had a physician not been pre-

ARTS &
FEATURES

sent he would have required
hospital treatment because the
wound required suturing. ~,
"We don't know. if it was someone trying to injure someone,' or
if they were just being reckless.
Even if you don't do it trying to injure someone, you could be
brought up on charges for
something like this," lannaco said.

,DECEMBER 8, 1987

A CELEBRATION OF VICTORY
AND DEDICATION
-Speaking

Regarding what is being done
now, Iannaco said, "We have our
vertical patrol people watching the
wtndows that face out 011 the street.
Its very difficult to prevent
something like that from happening. They (the vertical patrol) have
been very careful to watch the windows since this happened,"

of

Carrier
OR

Sorters -

Drivers -

.....

Carrier

Aaron said the action of
whomever threw the bottles was "as
irresponsible behavior as one could
imagine. The individual who did
this does not belong in the Baruch
community.
"The sad thing is that apparently
since we have a security system
(where identification is necessary
for entry into the building (it was a
bonafide Baruch student) who
threw the bottle)," said Aaron.

(located in Room 302 in the Student
Center) one of the Jewish organizations at Baruch, is preparing for the
holiday.
Chanukah (or dedication) is the
celebration of a revolt led by the
Jews living in Palestine against the
Greeks.
"According to history," said Marc
Blitstein~ secretary of Hillel, "Antiochus King of Greece took over
Syria including Jerusalem." He tried
to get rid of the Temple in
Jerusalem and the religious beliefs
of the people. Unwilling to accept
the situation, a priestly family called the Hasmoenean family decided
to revolt against Antiochus. Juddah
the Maccabi led the revolution from
Modi'im, a town near Jerusalem.
As a result, the city of Jerusalem
was fJeed. 1'be-c people weI'e_"able,.
once again to return to the temple.'
- ,WIleR they retUFReEI to the ~m-, -.'
pie on-the first day; the Cbanukab
ritual began. They found only
enough olive oil to last one day. The
olive oil which was used to light the
candles would take another eight

before ... studeat.,~~ ~~eptwQl'_k

in the lab, the student is thoroughly tested.
''We assess the student. We have to find out
. if the studenth.as-al'robiem'-ofarticUiation~
stress or rhythm."
. "We have a test where they have to talk a
little about themselves. They are asked to
also read a passage and discuss a few pictures. We record all that, and a professor
assists me in evaluating the tape. All
students who enter Baruch will have to take
speech. We just want to make sure they get.
enrolled in the right one," she said.
One of the reasons that a lot of students
use the lab, is that their speech classes require them to do so. But, what Bell finds interesting is that so many-students come on
their own. "Some of them can be sensitive
about their speech problems, so it can be
hard for them to begin coming on their
own. But they know that in the business
world, it helps to speak proper English.
They want to help themselves," said Bell.

-$5.00/hr.
5:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. or 8:30 a.m.
6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.

-$5.00/hr.
,10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Talki~g

with a foreign
accent may be
funny business;
but, losing
your accent is
better business.

$6.00/hr.
2:30 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. Must be prepared
to work up to two hours overtime
a day upon request.

$6.50/hr.
2:30 a.m. to 7.30 a.m. Must be able to drive
a stick shift. Must be prepared to work
up to one hour a day overtime upon request.

Apply in person between hours of 11:00 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday

E.O.E.

As Chanukah approaches, Hillel,

Comedians such as Andy Kaufman and
Bronson Pinchot have shown how being
able to fake a foreign accent can boost your
career. At Baruch, where we take our
careers a little more seriously, you're taught
how to boost your career by .eliminating
your accent.
According to Sharon Bell, the lab technician for the Speech Lab on the 11th floor of
17 Lexington Ave., over 330 speakers of
non-standard dialects of English use
Baruch's Speech Lab each week. The room
contains about 30 individual' consoles in
which are housed tape recorders. Addi-tionally, in the lab are "books, tapes and
computer programs that we use to correct
stress problems and problems in
intonation," says Bell. But, she added,

A N T ED

National Delivery Service
420 Lexington Ave.
New York City
Room 2035

NANNETI'E GORDON

By JOHN RICARD

bounced off something before it hit
him. "
Iannaco said, "It seems to have
happened very quickly, three or
four bottles just came down from
approximately the seventh floor
and then they stopped. "

Motorized Carrier -$6.50/hr. Must own a car, have a valid license,
registration and insurance.
Salaryplus mileage.
3:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m.
Recovery

CHANUKAH

Accents

One witness said the bottle did
not hit the student directly. lannaco
said, "From what I've been told, it

The National Delivery Service, a subsidiary of Dow Jones, is looking for men and women
to work as part time carriers, sorters and drivers for the early morning delivery of the
Wall Street Journal & other periodleals,
Walking
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In addition to audio tapes, video tapes
and computer programs, "We have a variety of books on intonation, stress and grammer," says Bell. "About the second or
third week the students know' what
materials to use. I'm usually up at the main
console where I can monitor the students
who are using the tapes. I plug into each
student and listen to what they are doing. "
"I see an improvement in the students
who come here often, but it is their teachers
who see a vast improvement," she smd.
They tell me they know wbo's using the lab.
We are not miracle workers, but we are giving students a chance to work, independentIy, or with their friends on improving their
speech. ~,
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days to make. But, to their surprise,
the oil (they already had) lasted
eight days.
The Menora, is a candle holder
which has nine branches and which
is lit each night at sundown.',
The candle in the middle is lit first
because from that flame or
Shamasha, the other-candles are lit.
Each candle lasts half an hour. The
first candle will be lit on December
15 and is continued for nine days.
"On Chanukah, giving presents
or money is customary. It is a tradition taken from the United States,
that parents would give money or
gifts to their kids," said Blistein.
Eating potato pancakes on
Chanukah is another tradition
which has continued.
But, Blitstein said, "Chanukah is
not like the other holidays. There is
no big ceremony and it does not
have the restrictions of the other
holidays. It is an important event
which commemorates the military
and not ceremonies. Israel takes
this holiday more seriously than the
tlonalist' country' -an-d-tliis-is-a~riil
tionalist holiday," said Blitstein.
At Hillel there will be a party and
candlelighting to commemorate
Chanukah.

I
I

I

HUGHHALMAN
Baruch's Hebrew Club, La hav, hosted a
lecture and discussion by one of Israel's
leading authors and professors, Nurit
Govrin. She, a distinguished professor of
Hebrew Literature at Tel Aviv University,
comes from a family of Israeli writers and
scholars. In her talk, given in English in- terspersed with Hebrew, Govrin shared her experiences and reflections on the people of
Israel and their lives.
"In Israel," she said, "we are one people, belonging to one family. Everyone
knows about and cares about the others."
She reflected on the unity of Israeli society through stories of daily life.

In Israel,
~idaymornin9_s

_

81e spent preparing
for evening parties.
"'How do you know it's Friday in
Israel?" she asked. "On Friday mornings
everyone is buying and reading newspapers
to prepare for the informal evening parties
which follow the. Sedar, the Sabbath meal.
In the afternoon, mothers hang clothes on
the line for the young soldiers returning
from their bases. In the evening everyone .
visits and talks. The Sabbath evening is a
night when one half of the country visits the
other half."
, "In every family, there is a relative in the
army." Govrin spoke movingly of people
stopping everything to listen to radio news
broadcasts, which begin with the names of

A
VIEW

OF

LIFE
IN
ISRAEL:
N u rit Govri n
those who have died during military duty.
According to Govrin, Israel is a vigorous
and robust nation. Every morning at 5:30 the
beaches are jammed with people of aD ages exercising. In fact, the 8l'a'age age of the people
at these morning fitness sessions is 70.
And on Saturday, the national day of rest,
many people take to the beach for sunbathing and baleta, a ballgame which
resembles volleyball and large-scale ping
pong.

In Israel, there is diversity in unity.
"If there are three Israelis. there are four
opinions," Govrin said.
But all Israelis are united in their concern
over the events described in the national
news. People make an effort to listen to the
hourly news broadcasts, with an urgency
not found in most countries.

Three
Israelis mean
four opinions,
but they are
united in their
concern over
national events
said Govrin.
Culture is cherished. Tickets sell out
quickly, whether for dance, film, theater,
or concerts. In addition to Israel's own
groups, major international artists appear
in Israel. The New York Philharmonic with
Zubin Mehta, for example, gives a free outdoor concert every year in Tel Aviv.
College life in Israel is different from college life in America. A college student in
Israel has already served at least three-anda-half years in the military; he or she starts
college well into his or her twenties and may
have been a commanding officer bearing
enormous responsi~ for many lives.
Israeli college students may already be married and like many Baruch. students, many
undergraduates work full time.
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DraDiatic Breath
of Fresh Air
Opera Heightens Emotions
and Challenges Our Minds.
'"

She explained that "opera through
drama is an event, a sense of place and atmosphere. It heightens the dramatic tension
and explores the inner being, life and
death."
Paolucci played a tape of La Traviata,

cept the 3/8 tap which is indicative of
Violeta and Alfredo's relationship.• 'Love is
a cross and a delight, " says Violeta.
Alfredo's response to VlOIeta is that he loves
her. He then gives Violeta a flower. Violeta
acceptingly responds, "You can come back
when the tlower has faded."
The second act opens with Alfredo and
Violeta living together in a country house.
Their maid has returned from Paris where
she was selling Violeta's posessions to pay
for the cottage. At the same time, Alfredo's
father, who represents the upper-class
society of that time, asks Violeta to leave
Alfredo. Short and abrupt trills capture
Violeta's short and frantic phrases as a decision has to be made.. Vio1eta follows the
father's advice. But first, Violeta needing
reassurance, she asks Alfredo if he really
loves her. "Yes, I love you," says Alfredo.
In taut rythms, the trills express this moment of tension.

Short and abrupt trills capture
Violeta's short and frantic phrases
as a decision has to be made.

Bridget Paolucci

-_._---- ---------------NANNETTE GORDON
- - - - - - - - - - .-------

The music department at Baruch realizes
that in order to appreciate opera, you first
have 10 understand it. Once you begin to
appreciate opera, you might agree with
Bridget Paolucci who believes opera "is
meant to be humanizing, heighten the emotions and challenge our minds."
Paolucci was brought to Baruch to lee-

ture on "An Introduction to Opera," an
event sponsored by the Jane Globus
Seminar. Paolucci is a music correspondent
on National Radio, who serves as a judge at
the New York City Opera and has written
for The New York Times and Innovation.
She gave to those in attendance an overview
to the art of opera.

an operatic drama, as she described the art
of opera. La Traviata is the story of a
woman named Violeta who gives up her
lover and then dies. The piece is set in the
19th century Paris and Venice.
The prelude, which is an orchestral introduction to an opera, is the portrait of
Violeta. It is the portrait of a single human
being. Sixteen violins describe in a very simple, restrained way that Violeta is ill.
Violeta is suffering from tuberculosis consumption. The trills, or a rapid reiteration
of the same tone 'on a percussion instrument, played by the orchestra capture her
feverishness. They capture the mood and
emotion of the person or persons.
As the curtain rises a party representing
the subculture is being held for Violeta. As
she greets her guests, she takes notice of
Alfredo, a poet who is still in love with her.
He gives the toast, "Everything is folly," ex-

At the opening of the final act, a highorchestra is indicative that Violeta is dying.
Then a soft and quiet trill follows as the
reunion between Alfredo and Violeta occurs. But Violeta is unable to enjoy it as she
begins to experience the stages of denial,
anger (trills sung high in the voice), depression, sorrow (which is distinguished by the
harsh brass) and, finally, you can hear the
trill of acceptance or the death chord. This
chord, which is lighter and softer, is followed by three violins which are high and
sullen. It is when Violeta says "It is very
strange; I don't feel anything."

La Traviata's theme is centered on the
importance of sharing another's feelings. It
is one example of how opera, through
drama, expresses more than words can express.
"Through drama, music has room to
breathe," said Paolucci.

INSTITUTE HELPS
ITALIAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS
REALIZE POTENTIAL
Largest Euro-Ethnic· Group at CUNY
.JACQUELINE MUlHERN
The policy of open admissions at CUNY
begun in 1970 led to the enrollment of many
students of Italian ancestry. The influx was
so great that, by 1975, Italian-American
students comprised nearly 2S percent of the
CUNY student population. It was
discovered that this new ethnic group at the
University had somewhat different educational needs t~ their classmates. The
John D. Calandra Italian-American Institute of CUNY was created to assist those"
students.
According to Dr. Joseph V. Scelsa, the
director of the Italian-American Institute, it
was established for "sociological, political
and psychological" purposes. Its primary
purpose is to promote higher education
among Italian-Americans, who comprise
the largest European ancestral group in
CUNY, as well as the city and state of New
York. ~o achieve this goal, the Institute
provides outreach, and campus and career
counse ling programs, as well as a cultural
resource center.
The outreach program provides New
York City high school students and their
parents with information about CUNY colleges, including admission procedures and
financial aid. It tries to stimulate interest in
the University by informing the students of
the available choices.
The campus counseling program providescareer, academic and-personal advise-

Dr. Joseph V. SceIsa

ment at the senior colleges. The purpose of
these services is to make the college years
more enjoyable for students and to maintain ltalian-Ameriam student enrollment in
the University.
. Thecareer'coansetitJg center offers-an·in:.

depth probe of students' career interests,
attitudes and abilities. Counseling aids such
as tests and inventories assist students in
making proper career choices.
The Institute's resource center has a collection "Of books, films and counseling
materials which provides Italian-American
students with information about their
culture and history. One recent activity was
an October conference honoring Governor
Mario Cuomo, followed by workshops concerning die problems of Italian-Americans
at CUNY.
The creation of the Institute was a direct
result of a 1978 report by then New York
State Senator John D. Calandra entitled
"A His tory of It af i an-Amer ica n
Discrimination at the City University of
New York." In order to address the problems mentioned in the report, the ItalianAmerican Institute to Foster Higher Education, Inc. was formed in 1979 and located at
Queens College, although it was not affiliated with that school. This project was
so successful that it was expanded,
relocated to the Graduate Center, and
subsequently renamed in honor of the late
senator.
The Institute's services are targeted
towards the 36,000 Italian-Americans at
CUNY and the 1.4 million who live in New
York City. Scelsa remarks, "Our students
are basically between the ages of 18 and
22 ... their family income is considered to be
at or below median family income."
Although they may be the second or third
generation of their family to live in the
United States, they are often the first
generation to attend college."
The techniques used to counsel ItalianAmerican students are somewhat different
than for other students. The traditional
psycho-therapeutic methods -such as openended questions asked of students do not
work well, according to Scelsa. Instead,
counselors are more successful using
pragmatic, straightforward approaches.
"It's not so much that they (the counseling services) are different, but different in
style," Scelsa commented.
It is a tribute to the success of the in-

. stttute - tbar--SO-~~ceqt
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counseled are non-Italian.
Scelsa remarked that Italian-Americans
usually receive their personal identity from
their place in a family. It is a relatively new
concept to receive an identity from a career.
As a result of this tradition, they usually
worked only for money and no for any intrinsic pleasure. They were encouraged to
pursue tangible, e.g. lucrative, careers, such
as business.
"That's why there are so many Italians at
Baruch, " he explained.
The sub-cultural attitudes emphasize
devotion to family, not intellectual pursuits. Scelsa claims that they are discouraged from pursuing intellectual, intangible
careers in areas such as philosophy, English
or psychology.
The needs of women, who comprise 60
percent of the Italian-American population, are somewhat different from the male
students. They are usually discouraged
from pursuing higher education and, if they
do, they are channelled into low paying,
low status jobs such as teaching or
secretarial work. Therefore, they need extra
encouragement to realize their potential.
"The value of an education for an
Italian-American woman by an ItalianAmerican family is not considered as important as for a male...Some people will
take issue with me for this, but it's generally
shown to be true," Scelsa said, adding that
"they have a need to maintain traditional
family values such as cooking and
cleaning. Their needs in the outside world
are seen as secondary, whereas the male, on
the other hand, would be supported. The
greatest number of female students at
CUNY are in secretarial studies."
Ultimately, the Institute aims to reach
out to the entire CUNY community,
regardless of race, religion or gender.
Anyone who is interested in any of the
above programs may contact the following:
Italian-American Institute
The City University of New York
Graduate School and University Center
JJ West 42 sc
.. . lYe", YOr& ,Ye.w.-YJuk4-..ollr.l;fJO,ru.z'Jgt i
- _ _- - - (212) .182-fJ627
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Students and liberal arts faculty members attended a
Baruch Chamber Music Concert on Thursday.
November 19 in the ,!\.1ullin Recital Hall, Rm 1220 in /7
Lexington A l'e.

••
•

The hour long concert included works by Chopin,
Bach, Schubert, Scarlatti, Pergolesi and Brahms. Performers included Professor Anne Swartz (alto) with
piano accompanist Tom Pniewski, cellist Peter
Rosenfeld, pianist Cook Kimball. and Soprano Sun Young Kim with pianist Howard Meltzer accompanying
her.

DONORS
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SUMMER SCHOOL NOT MINDED AT ALL

PHI
BETA KAPPA

SHIRLEY McCULLOCH
This summer a special exchange program
between CUNY and the University of Puerto Rico was offered through Hunter College. With the help of Antonio Lauria and
Suzanna Cabanos from the Center of
Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter Coli~ge.
four Baruch students were given t he opportunity to attend summer school m Puerto
Rico. These students were Shirley MeCulloch , all international marketing major;
Lucy Santiago, a liberal arts- major; Jacqueline Rivera, a distributive education major; and Samuel Caban, a business major.
Two other students, Israel Gaud from
Hunter College and Sally Robles, a
graduate student at City College, also participated. The six chose to attend the Summer '87 session. Two others chose to attend
the Fall '81 semester into Spring '88.
An opportunity to study abroad for a
semester or two is always inviting. This is
especially true for CUNY students who do
not have the privilege of experiencing and
enjoying campus life. Even more important
is. the fact that as business majors, as is the
typical Baruch student, a completed summer or semester of study abroad is an added
plus on your resume. Few corporations
operate business only domestically. Many
of the multinational corporations require
traveling of their employees and executives.
and any experience overseas would be
worth noting.
This particular exchange program is the
first ever attempted between students from
CUNY and students from Puerto Rico.
In honor of the students and faculty participating in the program. a reception was
held at the CUNY Graduate Center. Guest

speakers included Fernando Agrait , president of the University of Puerto Rico; Juan
R. Fernandez, director of the Rio Piedras
campus at the U. of PR; and Joseph S.
Murphy, chancellor of CUNY.
The summer session was a six and a half
week program at the Rio Piedras campus in
San Juan. A course on the history of Puerto
Rico through its literature was required for
all students attending. Some of the required
reading included Worker in the Cane by
Sidney Mintz, Memories of Bernardo Vega
by C.A.lglesias, and Spiks by Pedro Juan
Soto. Covered topics included "The World
of Coffee,"
"The Puerto Rican
Migration,"
"Women in Puerto Rico,"
and "The Growth of Industrialism in Puerto Rico. "
Although most all of the
readings were available in both English and
Spanish, a few of the readings were
unavailable in English and, therefore. being
able to comprehend written Spanish is important. Classes were held Monday through
Friday and a book report of at least seven
_pages was due at the end of each week.
The University has an extraordinary campus. Beautiful palm
trees and tropical
flowered plants are everywhere in sight.
Two olympic-size swimming pools, tennis
courts, track fields and a gymnasium are
available for students to use and enjoy. The
University also has an interesting museum
with a collection of archaeological finds.
From time to time there are visiting exhibitions including beautiful oil paintings from
renowned painters from Puerto Rico. Spain
and South America.
Field trips were arranged for the students
through Samuel Gonzalez, coordinator of
Foreign Exchange at the University. They

visited other parts of the island such as
Ponce and Utuado. In Mercedita, Ponce,
the students were invited to the Snow White
Sugar Refinery where they were able to see
sugar canes being transformed into processed and packaged sugar. In Utuado, the Indigenous Ceremonial Center, where you
can see valuable pieces of archeological
deposits dating back to tFle1tibes of Taino
Indians, was visited.
--- ------~",
Old San Juan is another experience
altogether. '.~~ints o(jIltej:est--~Lsit~ here
were The Castle of San Felipe del Morro,
which dates back to about 1589; the Church
of San Jose, where the remains of Ponce de
Leon lay until 1908; and La Casa de
Espana, a beautifully architectured building
composed of towers and balconies. In Old
San Juan, there are many quaint
restaurants with romantic settings that
harken back to colonial times. San Juan is
also a major sea port where cruise ships
from all over the Caribbean dock on their
way to Miami, New York and South
America.
Traveling from Puerto Rico to other
islands in the Caribbean is inexpensive. For
about $50 you can spend an entire day in
any of the Virgin Islands such as S1.
Thomas, St. Croix and St. lucia, via Aero
Virgin Islands. South America and the
Dominican Republic are also very close by.
It is a typical Puerto Rican that takes vacations or weekend "get-aways" to Colombia
and Venezuala.
What is even more exciting is that Puerto
Rico is a main tourist attraction. Extravagant hotels and casinos are lined up
along the strips of the Condado and Isla
Verde sections. It is here where you can find

some gorgeous beaches on which to relax
and sunbathe.
Fortunately, the culture and history of
Puerto Rico is still preserved through its architecture and museums. This summer experience proved to be very international
and enjoyable, a great experience for a
CUNY student to take advantage of while
still going to school.
During the last week of classes, the
students were invited to the home of Rio
Piedras campus director Fernandez, a semiformal reception where they were given the
opportunity to discuss their experiences and
to thank all the facuIty and persons who
made everything possible. The students
from Puerto Rico who were going to New
York were also present. They had a lot to
talk to each other about and vital information was shared and passed on.
For those interested, prerequisites
...for acceptance include an essay in
Spanish about yourself. Three letters of
recommendation from professors with
whom you have taken classes. an official
transcript from your college and several interviews are also necessary. It is suggested
that anyone who wishes to apply be able to
speak, write and understand Spanish to a
certain degree. The program is available in
the Spring, Summer and Fall of 1988 and into the next year. For more information, call
Hunter College and speak to either Suzanna
Cab a nos a rAn ton i 0 L a uri r . a t
772-5696/56R8.

Stanley A. Frankel, an adjunct
professor of management at
Baruch, has been re-elected for an
unprecedented fourth term as President of Phi Beta Kappa Associates,
the national support ·organization
of United Chapters of Phi Beta
-Kappa.
Under Frankel's stewardship,
. membership in the Associates has
gone up to a record level of over 700
members and the Associates' contribution to the United Chapters
has exceeded 1.2 million.
Frankel has been Trustee for 12
years of Phi Beta Kappa Associates
and member of the Investment
Committee of Phi Beta Kappa
Foundation. He was named to Phi
Beta Kappa in his junior year at
Northwestern University, where he
was also valedictorian, twice class
president and editorial director of
the Daily Northwestern. Frankel was
a combat officer in WWII, (retired
as major), and decorated five times
(including two Presidential Unit Citations). He has been an aide and
speech-writer for Adlai E. Stevenson, Hubert Humphrey and George
McGovern in their Presidential bids
and received a Peabody Award for
.producing Ad/a; Stevenson Reports
ABC-TV series. Frankel was named
to two Presidential Commissions:
the Peace Corps and Youth Oppor-tunity;·he was a member of the
. ....
Governor of New York Higher
.,,,....,,,
Education Task Force and the
PHI KAPPA ~"I1ON Chancellor of the State University
of New York Long Range Planning
committee, chairing the Rernediation subcommittee.
He served as president of the
Northwestern New York Alumni
--~afiolfahd-receJ\f&J tDe·Mum.:·-
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ni Merit Award from Northwestern. He has been Trustee and
Vice-President of the New York
YMCA and on the Board of
Overseers of Rutgers University..
Frankel also is currently an adjunct professor at Pace University;
and a board member of the Baruch
C911~e Center for Management and
the Baruch College Ph.D program
BOard of Visitors. Frankel was also
a senior officer of Ogden Corporation, New York; is currently a consultant of Manning Selvage & Lee
public relations company and has
written a book and many articles
for national publications.

INTERNSHIPS

On Friday November 20, Edward
Cammarata and David HerIands
were accepted to participate in the
New York State Session Assistants
Program. They are only the fourth
and fifth persons to be accepted
to the program from Baruch in the
past five years..
This program is open to all
matriculated students who are in
good academic standing and who
have an interest in government and
politics.
Given the choice of working for
an assemblyman or a senator, both
SPEAKER
chose to work for senators because
On Thursday. December 10th,
"the work will be more challenging
the West Indian Cultural Club and
and the prestige will be there,"
the Caribbean Student Association,
Herlands said.
will host Professor Safiya Bandele
Cammarata and Herlands are
from Medgar Evers College.
members of the DSSG.
Bandele is a lecturer in women's
Cammarata is an upper council
studies. She has lectured in Africa
member and chairperson of the Cothe Caribbea~ and throughout the
sponsorship
Committee , and a
.
United States on this subject. In admember of the Speaker's Commitdition to being a lecturer, she is
tee. He is also a freshman leader
director of the Center for Women's
and an active participant in
Development at Medgar Evers ColBaruch's intramural volleyball and
lege.
.
basketball programs.
Bandele has on many occasions
HerIands is a member of the
addressed the United Nations
Board of Directors. He has been a
Assembly on the issues of women's
HELPLINE member for two and a
rights and apartheid in South
half years and is also active in inAfrica. In the summer of 1985, she
tramural sports.
was one of the U.S. representatives
The internship program will run
to the UN International Decade for
from January 6 to May 13. Some of
Women Conference, held In
the basic functions the two
Nairobi, Kenya.
will be performing are folBandele has acted as a guide and
lowing legislation in its transition
advisor to many students
from bill to a law and reporting any"
throughout CUNY; she is well
changes to their senators daily,
known at Medgar Evers for her geresearch work, and reporting to
nuine concern and exceptional
senate meetings.
dedication to the student populaHI feel this is beneficial not only
tion and surrounding community in
to us but to all of Baruch, especially
central Brooklyn. The title of her
the Student Government. It helps to
topic is "The Empowerment of
bring a reputable image back to the
Black Women." The event win be
Student Government that has been .
nerd in R~ 912_, _rr()Dl.12::'414~Slp5:.fi~~-:.•~"1iacllDl~~~~~~~~~~~
"--- .._.- -recently
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Think what you cando
with the money
you save using the IBM

student discount.
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WANT TO APPLY YOUR MATH·EMATICAL SKILLS?
As a Measurement Specialist, these are some of the high-paying
career possibilities:

..<:

Some scenes from
the summer spent in Puerto
Rico by the exchange students.

For more information and order booklets, please contact . . .
Alyssa Domerschick
Micro Lab - Room 301A
Phone - 725-3249
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Pizza for the dorm. A ski trip. TIckets to a concert. They're all
possible with the savings you'll get with the special student discount
on members of the IBM' Personal Systern/Z" family.
More important is what's possible when you use the systems
themselves.
They can helpyou graph economic problems. And write and
revise long papers with ease. Even illustrate your points
by combining words and graphics. So your professors
will draw favorable conclusions about your work.
But remember. order your Personal Systeml2
before graduation.
After that. we can't deliver your discount.
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University teaching and research
Test director or staff member at a state education agency
Consultant to government, education, and industry
Measurement/statistical specialist for a testing company
Test director or evaluation specialist for a school district

Salaries for entry-level positions with a doctorel degree typically
range from $25,000 to $40,000.

-

Make an appointment to talk to us now at the C.U.N.Y.
Graduate Center. We are conveniently located in midtown
Manhattan across from the Public Library at 33 West 42nd St.,
N.Y., N.Y. 10036. Call Dr. Alan Gross, Ph. D. Program in
Educational Psychology (Quantative Methods in Educational
and Psychological Research), at (212) 642-2254 for more information. A Masters Degree is NOT required•
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MAKING OF THE MOROCCAN EXHIBIT: VIRGIL BIRO
PHILlPJ.DARRAGH

triangles. Frieze patterns, a design repeated
1987. The bicentennial year of our naed to the Spanish influence already present
at equal distances along a straight-line
tion's most treasured possession: the
in the country. Said Bird, "We don't endirection, and all-over patterns, which is a
United States Constitution. This
counter that type of diversity in any other
design repeated at equal distances in two
remarkable document has helped to make
culture; certainly not in European or in
different
directions are utilized in the
this country one of the greatest on earth,
Asian culture."
works. The three frieze groups that can be
one whose hallmark is the preservation of
The
textiles
have
been
weaved
for
censeen in this exhibit are symmetry in vertical
individual rights. However, two hundred
turies in the Berber style and they
and horizontal .mirrors. The two all-over
years ago the United States was a weak
demonstrate
the
rural
tradition
which
is
en.
patterns that are displayed are either the
country which was not taken seriously and
tirely
different
from
the
urban
style
which
is
square or triangle grid.
whose rapid demise was anticipated. Halfthe
exhibit.
also
represented
in
A great deal can be learned from this exway across the world, a small Islamic counhibit, mostly about the nature of the many
try in Africa signed a friendship treaty with
"The urban tradition comes from a
influences on Moroccan culture and art
the U.S. and by doing so, became the first
courtly background, which is more formal
over
the centuries, but also how some of
country to recognize the existence of the
and neatly organized," said Bird. "The arour own artwork came to be. For example,
new nation. The country was Morocco.
tists were the most highly-educated and cera
tent square that is displayed is similar .
tainly the finest draftsmen and painters."
Morocco, located in the northwest region
The rural tradition derives- mainly from
of the African continent and directly south
the Berber tribal influences. Examples of
of Spain, has become a romanticized and
the
rural tradition include a tent band made
glamourized place of mystery and intrigue
of wood, cotton and wool brocade with
in the minds of many Americans because of
some pile decoration from the Zemmour
such movies as Casablanca. The Baruch
Tribe,
and cushions made of the same
community Will have an opportunity to
material only with the addition of silkdispel such myths as well as celebrate
embroidered
fringe and sequins. From the
- another aspect of the bicentennial, until
December 22.
. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....-....,
"The Art of Moroccan Textiles,
a
display of over 50 examples of seventeenth
through early-twentieth century Moroccan
weavings is currently on exhibit at the
Baruch College Art Gallery and is, according to the Gallery, "unique in that only
one of these' pieces has ever been shown
previously in this country." The piece, a
tent flap lent by the Brooklyn Museum, is
made of wool, incorporates applique work
and has circular designs woven into it. The
bright kaleidoscopic colors bring to mind
the sun. The remaining pieces are on loan
from private collections mostly in the northeastern United States.
The exhibit opened on November 15 in
the Gallery and aside from the many
students and college administrators present,
important scholars and other members of
the. Islamic world auended the event. Said
Virgil Bird, curator of the exhibit and art
lecturer at Baruch, "I was very grateful and
moved that important people from the
Islamic world were able to attend." To add
to the opening festivities, two musicians
performed traditional Islamic songs.
Hassan Hakmoun a musician from the
Moroccan Gnovs Tribe, played the ancient
Gumbri (a goat-skin covered string instrument and the ancestor of the modern-day
double bass) and sang songs in Arabic and
the ancient Bambara language of Mali (or
the Upper Volta). Composer and performer
Richard Horowitz played the Ney, an obliquely blown reed flute. Horowitz studied
music in Morocco for four years.
Bird, an Islamist by training and a former
curator of carpets -at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, worked for two and a half
years to put this exhibit together by "doing
research back and forth from Africa."

no longer have," said Bird. He emphasized
that Moroccan art has a practical use as
well. "The carpet becomes the place where
one sits or sleeps. They are also used as
blankets or covers. That's the only real kind
of furniture they have."

The guest curator for the" Art of Moroc- .
can Textiles" at the Baruch College Gallery
is Virgil H. Bird, lecturer in art at Baruch
College. With work begun two and a half
years ago, the exhibit is to celebrate the
bicentennial of Moroccan-American friendship. Bird said, "The bicentennial is being
celebrated only in New York, with this exhibition; there were many planned activities, but
they simply couldn't be financed."
Bird will be teaching a Feit Seminar next
semester along with Harry Bixler, assistant
professor in the mathematics department.
Bird has taught a Feit Seminar once before,
"So I. am really looking forward to it." To
sign up for the Feit Seminar one has to have
junior status, and have a B + average. It is
an interdisciplinary seminar, of which there

recognised the U.S. by signing the Treaty of
Marrakech. It was signed by Sultan Sidi
Muhammad bin Abd Allah (called Muhammad III) and by Thomas Jefferson and
John Adams. It's important to remember
the Treaty of Marrakech because Bird said,
"All roo often we don't think that part of
the world was aware of our existence, or
even today is aware of our existence; the
way it is depicted in the movies, for example, as in Jewel of the Nile. "
"The exhibition," Bird said, 14is to show
the two major trends in Islamic weaving of

wanted to involve students with it (the exhibition) because of the bicentennial."
Carpets and rugs account for 27 percent
of Morocco's foreign exchange earnings,
which is a sizeable chunk. Most of the
carpets and rugs are made by women. There
are practically no collections of Moroccan art
in New York. The Brooklyn Museum has
two or three pieces of Moroccan art, and
one of them, the tent flap, is in this exhibition. The Metropolitan Museum of Art has
two pieces of Moroccan art. That is five objects in the two biggest public collections in
New York. There aren't any pieces in the
Textile Museum in Washington, D.C.
These reasons truly make the exhibition
umque.

a very wealthy individual who has political
associations." So when we say a court art
form, we mean where there is a high level of
intelligence, intellectual knowledge, and
also phenomenal amounts of money which
can be given to artists to enable them to
spend time doing what they do best,
creating works of art. Bird said, "There is
. only one court piece in the entire show, and
that is the Rabat carpet."
The Ottoman Empire, which reached as
far as Algeria, and ruled the Mediterranean
all the way through to Turkey had greatly
influenced the arts of Morocco. Bird said,
"The Rabat carpets were inspired by
Turkish carpets; Turkish carpets. from
Anatolia. " Anatolia is Asian Turkey,

U

"Initially," he said, "I had hoped I
would be able to borrow things from
Morocco. I kept coming back to Marrakech
(one of the Morocco's largest cities)
because it had the most ineresting objects."
Unfortunately, pieces directly from Morocco went to an exhibit in Seville, Spain
because, "Spain was closer. They felt it was
a bit risky shipping things to the U.S," Bird
then began looking around New York City
but found that, "It is not a culture that is
represented in the United States well. Much
to rnv horror, I found that there are maybe
half a dozen pieces in the Brooklyn
Museum and one Moroccan carpet in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art." Bird hopes
that this exhibit will "fill a void in New
York City."
The exhibit is a collection of rugs, articles
of clothing, carpets, tent flaps, saddle bags
and some jewelry which all reflect the rich
history of Morocco. Because of Morocco's
geographic position it has been the recipient
of"many different cultural traditions.In the
late fifteenth century, Muslim artists living
in Spain migrated into Morocco before the
fall of Islamic Spain bringing their Andalusian culture with them. Because of travel
many Arabs, Turks and even Chinese add-
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urban tradition such items as a seventeenth
century intricately embroidered panel and
tent wall hangings (circa 18(0) with five and
ten arches, both made of woven wool are
on display.
An interesting fact to note is that all the
textiles are woven by women. "The women
spin fiber, weave clothing, textile and
carpets," said Bird. "It's a home industrv.
It's a matter of honor for the family for the
piece to be seen by outsiders." Women are
taught this skill as children and the traditional weaving forms are handed down
from generation to generation and many
of their works which are not used in their
own homes are sold at markets.
Geometric shapes abound in the textile
works and the artists used the idea of
repeating patterns to make bold statements
in the shape of diamonds, squares and

-;lito':

Lower left:

The Rabat Carpet whic
was made aboat 1800.
Dr. Katherine Crum, direc
tor of the Baruch Colleg
Ga·llery, and Dorin
Salazan.
A berber fibulla with a per

fume ball attached to th
end•.

both technique employed and motif used "to
early American quilts made by blacks,"
stated Bird. "There are many crafts that are
reminiscent of Moroccan style such as
basket weaving in the Carolinas." Slaves
brought from Morocco probably brought
their designs to the States and incorporated
them into their crafts.
"What I hope Baruch students can learn
is the way the Islamic world as a whole
views functional objects and t he way they
are treated with a design integrity that we

Why is Moroccan art so very poorly
represented in American museums? "It has
never been, until recently, considered a high
art," Bird said. 6'Moroccan art is not what we,
in the Western world, would call traditionally a
court art."
"Court art," Bird said, "for example, the
Renaissance in Italy evolves around the
great courts of Florence, Venice, and in
Rome. The patronage is from a monarchy,
a king, a very important political leader, or

acing P82e:

Hassan Hakmoun of tile
Gnovs tribe of Morocco
entertained the guests at tile
art show reception. He •
playing the gumbri, a natift
instrument.

are several at the college. The seminar lasts
for a full semester. "But its unusual to have
two professors in the same classroom at the
same time, and that's what this allows one
to do," Bird said.
Bird is originally form Miami, Florida.
He moved here in 1966 to do graduate
work at NYU, where he earned his MA.
Coming to Baruch in 1971 after he worked at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where
Bird was in charge of the carpet collection
in the Islamic department. He is an
Islamist, and his speciality is in art history
of the Islamic world. He still does consultant work for museums,
Bird said, "I really wanted to teach,
that's why I came to Baruch."
It was Morocco, in 1787, who first

Morocco, that is the urban weavings and
the rural or nomadic Berber weavings.'"
Because of the difficulty in doing research
for the exhibition, Bird started going to
Morocco about every six months, whichhelped him immensely in doing the research
necessary to determine the origin, date and
significance of each piece in the show.
Bird proposed the possibility of doing the
exhibition to Dr. Katherine Crum, director
of the Baruch College Gallery, about two
and a half years ago. He said, "There were
many people who questioned why I would
do it at the college. The reason I did it at the
college is that I wanted to involve students
with a culture that is not Western; a culture .
that was the first to recognize the independence of the U.S." Bird also said, "I

'.
usually synonymous with Asia Minor.
"Art history is nothing more than visual
evidence of man's history, it's a visual
evidence of what rnan has achieved or accomplished," Bird said. "That's why art
history is not just painting and sculptures;
its also architecture, the study of bridges,
roads and everything else."
"The most difficult part of the show was

Continued on BB
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STUDENTS TREATED

TO

AFRICAN FOLK MUSIC
1-------------------MICHELLE PAYNE and
DEVORATHA ELCOCK

On Thursday, November 12, Baruch
students were treated to an evening of
African culture by the Dinizulu Dancers
and Singers. The event, organized by the
African Students Association, B.L.A.C.K.
and the Caricom Club, was unique in that it
brought together African students from
throughout the Diaspora.
As Hallam Phillips from the ASA said in
his welcoming remarks, one of the aims of
his organization is to bring together
students of African descent. This theme
was reiterated by each of the clubs'
representatives.
The evening's entertainment began with a
piece entitled. "Ibitho," the war dance of
the Zulu from South Africa. Tile dance is
dedicated to the victory of warriors returning to the village. The "warriors" were
ushered in by the drummers as they skillfully executed their victory dance. They were
adorned in the splendid military costumes
of Zulu warriors.
The versatility of the performers was seen
in their presentation of dances from various
regions of Africa. In a piece from the
Ashanti kingdom of Ghana, we saw "Kete
Adowa" performed by two female dancers.
Through their energetic movements, they
established the rivalry between females that
ended in the realization that they were one.
Next was the Fra-Fra people of northern
Ghana with the "Nagila," a dance of male
challenge performed to impress the chief
and elders to see which dancer is the best.
These dancers displayed rhythm and agility,
and with their costumes were exceptionally
colorful with traditional headdress.
The Barnaya Festival dance was another
dance fromnOl1hern Ghana. The" dance
was a symbolic gesture to "shake off their
foes as they shake off water. " The dancers
wore bells on their feet to assist in scaring
away their enemies.
In addition to the dancing, there were
two instrumental solos performed on traditional instruments. The thumbiano, made
from a calabash and strings stretched across
the top, is played with thumbs and index
fingers. It produces a soft, melodious
sound similar to a xylophone, which captivated the audience.
The other instrumental performance was
on the Gome drum, a square-shaped drum
on which the drummer sat and played dexterously and passionately with his hands
and feet as he was accompanied by the
cowbell. The audience of 300 students and
guests were truly impressed and spontaneously erupted into applause as the
player demonstrated his mastery of the
various beats.
The evening concluded as ! he audience
was taken back to South Africa with a
South African miners' dance. Gumboot.
The foot stomping by the dancers in their
heavy Wellington boots was a vivid
reminder of the workers in the African
mines and their ongoing struggle against
oppression. Of note was the inclusion of
women (now an important force in the
struggle) in this dance, who executed their
movements with as much vigor as their male
counterparts.

DINIZULU
AND HIS
AFRICAN
DANCERS,
DRUMMERS
AND SINGERS
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Order
Disc
Louis Auchincloss

lOT JUST
AN EASY "A"
FERNANDO BARBOSA
At Baruch, some guys who are interested
in earning easy credit will take a course such
as volleyball, swimming or tennis. Other
students have no choice (they think) but to
take any class that fits their schedule. Unfortunately, many - students don't know
there is a dance class from which they can
benefit so much.
"You learn the dances of other cultures
around the world," says Professor Leah
Harpaz, "It's international."
The course Ethnic and Cultural Dance includes dances from different regions
around the world such as Europe, Africa,
Latin America, and starts off with the
United States.
"From Greece we use the music Never on
Sunday, from Italy we use Tarantella, from
South Africa, Pata Pata, "and last but not
least, "the Tennessee Wig Walk and Jessie
Polka from the United States," says Harpaz. She adds, "Also, we socialize because
the dances in these countries are done in
circles, lines, with partners and groups.
The waltz and the polka, that's European
influence; some of these dances are done at
weddings in the U.S.A. Now the bride will
dance with bridegroom. And when you go
to a wedding you have people of all ages
gathered together," she says. "However; in
New York there is a Jot of mixture. For example, an Italian will marry. a Latin. Then
they'll do the dances of their own and ask
everybody to join in."
"People are self-conscious," therefore
with a dance class, "it helps people in their
social life because they start to feel more
relaxed about dancing-using their
bodies;" explains Harpaz.
"I think it is enjoyable. I like the Rumanian dance the most. you really have to pay
attention because the beat is so fast you
have to step on those beats at the right
time," says Dina Stefanachi who is a student in the Ethnic and Cultural Dance class.
Also, it's education at the same time
because you learn the dance of different
cultures and by the dance you can learn
what kind of people they are, she says.
Stefanachi would like to see more guys in
the dance class because "when he goes to a
wedding he'll be able to dance with a girl."

Gary Garcia, an accounting major, pla ns
on joining the dance class next spring. He
wants to bring other friends along with him.
"It is something you are not frequently
taught which may come in handy in the
future, like when you travel or something
like that," Garcia said. "Another thing, it's
furl to meet girls."
On the other hand, something which interests Garcia is, "how all these dances are
still alive and came down through generations. "
And when you learn the different ethnic
and cultural dances, "This gives you a feeling of space and freedom," says Harpaz.
Whereas most modern dances, "When you
stand in one spot you are restricted, one
beat is either slow or fast.
The world comes together through
music. "The Birdie is an international
dance, it's done all over the world, and
everybody thinks it started in his own country. The French took it and did it in their
own way, the Italians took it and did it in
their own way, and do did others;"
However, "It started in Central Europe,
although we're not sure exactly where,"
Harpaz says.
Harpaz teaches exercise and dance at
Queens College as_w~I. She is .involved in.
other types of activities such as dance
therapy for people who have disabilities.
Stefanachi comments, "She (Harpaz) is
very nice because she tries to meet
everybody's demands. She's very concerned
that they come out knowing the dances. She
pays .special attention to those who don't
catch on as fast and sticks with them until
they learn it."
"Young people like to watch old movies
with dances that people now don't do any
more, like the waltz or the polka," says
Harpaz.
Now it sounds like a good idea for guys
and gals at Baruch to get together in the
Ethnic and Cultural Dance class which will
be open next spring. That should be a nice
way to add to your credits; you learn more,
socialize and have fun.

cond of a particular song? Another important question: is sampling a music
form or is it art? The creators of these
works slave long and hard to make these
combinations perfect and some of them are
so intricate and defined that you have to
ask yourself how could this person fit this
with that and what made him mesh this
record with that one. So what do you
think? Are these guys thieves or are they
masterminds? This case will probably be in
the spotlight for a long time, and so since
this is my last term, I'll fill you in on my
thoughts on this matter:
1. Sampling is musical art and should be
legal.
2. Stopping musical creativity is negative
and will force this flourishing art
underground where it will only get bigger.
3. Perhaps these sampling records should
list the songs along with the artists so that
people can see where the samples came
from and maybe this will also stimulate
sales of some of these de-funked records; a
sort of trade-off.
4. Finally and perhaps most important,
letting sampling exist will lead to something
else, even more creative. Music thrives on
technology and advancing technology is
what it's all about, isn't it?

Mike
COllUDeDls

ERNEST CONDUAH
Louis Auchincloss, author of The
Embezzler was at Baruch on November
23
as the guest lecturer of the
Globus I Feit lecture series entitled:
Ulmages of Business in the Fiction of Louis
Auchincloss." This lecture was organized
by professors Tony Tinker and John Todd.
Feit seminars are planned to integrate
various liberal arts and business subjects.
According to Todd, "It brings together
professors and students with various interests in a way that subjects cannot be
covered in the regular classroom."
The lecture, made up of 14 students, the
two professors and the guest lecturer,
discussed The Embezzler, which is a book
about financial crime in the late 19305. According to Auchincloss, the point of interest" of this crime today is that it "scandalized the entire world at the time an':!
would hardly make the front page of a
newspaper today." The lecture also looked
at the changing business conditions in the
20th century.
Todd observed that in the "old order,"
people were more loyal to each other.
"They had a sense of loyalty to each other
and to a vision of life which is very much
gone today." Auchincloss added that people no longer' place much belief in each
other's word as they did in the old order.
He went on to say that this belief that ex-isted back then was "sheer hypocrisy
because of the large number of dreadful
things that were going on." Today u we depend entirely on laws for the maintenance
of moral code."
UThe "older generation," recounts
Auchincloss, "used to say that loyalty in a
business "organi1'JJtion is-not~" 'question 'of
morals, it is a practical way of running
things . You can save millions of dollars in
lawyers' fees if you believe a man's word."
"Nowadays," he laughs, "you have to
have a hundred pages of small print for the
smallest contract; nobody believes anything
anybody ever says. "
According to Auchincloss, he was
motivated to write The Embezzler by the
crime of Richard Whitney, which occurred
during Auchincloss' college days. He said
after the lecture that he "found students at
Baruch very alive and intelligent."
Irene Guralnick, a student who was at the
lecture,- said of Auchincloss, "He' was
fascinating and well spoken."
Peter Agro, also a student participant,
said he joined the lecture because "I found
the subject matter to be more relevant to
my business future that than of a regular
class. "
"Many business subjects are not taught
in an adequate fashion." said Tinker, "and
the aim of this lecture is to improve the
standard of education .in business. We are
aiming to revive student enthusiasm in the
subject: Business studies do not have to be
boring. "
Students interested in the Feit Seminar
should contact Prof. Myrna Chase of the
history department.
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Continued from page B7
just reviewing the number of objects that
people considered to be top notch items,
and to look at an awful lot of
photographs," Bird said. He also said,
"I've enjoyed everything from start to
finish," about the show. However, "I've
enjoyed doing the research especially."
Another difficult task of putting the exhibition together was "trying to work both with
American and Moroccan art collectors. The
parameters of the collection were very different; the way that Moroccans think about
things is very different from the way
Americans think about things." Bird also
said.

)

'Music is taking a step in a new direction
and it's facing some very serious problems.
Most of us are familiar with sampling in the
business sense as a term which means taking
a representative group of items to represent
a population of items, but what if you are
told that you can do something like that
with music? You're asking yourself, what
the hell is he getting at, right? Well, sampling is a new music form that is the most
troubled that the industry has ever seen and
at the same time it is the most clever and
most interesting many people have ever .
seen. Sampling is a combination of music,
art, and calculated risk.
Imagine if you can take 10 or 20 of your
favorite songs and meshing them into one
new song with pieces of the 10 or 20 songs
combined into one harmonious song.
That's sampling in its crudest sense. So you
say, no, that's mixing, not sampling. Yes,
you're right, but now add a few more things
Falconer of UB40 Killed
like a back beat that you create and a
Ray Pablo Falconer, co-producer, sound
machine called a sampler which is a
engineer and sometimes member of UB40,
memory computer and this computer stores
died last week in a tragic car accident. Earl
your 10 or 20 favorite parts of those same
Falconer, bass player for the band, was
songs and you have the power to bring them
driving the car when they were struck from
in and out of the back beat when you want.
behind. Earl managed to escape with
Now we're talking sampling.
minor
injuries. UB40 was due to begin tourSamplers are becoming more popular
ing this Spring, but the tour will probably
every day and they serve two main purbe put off for some time.
poses. First. musicians use them to
For those who knew Ray, he was conreproduce musical instrument sounds such
sidered an important part of UB40 and his
as violins, guitars, drums, or any instrupresence and contribution will be missed
ment that you can get your hands on. The
greatly.
instrument is put or programmed into the
machine by a digital decoder or encoder
depending on the particular instrument,
translated into digital code and" then stored
New Led Zep Release
in the memory chip for when you later want
."LedZeppeliD fans will be pleased to .know
to 'nsetr, The sound "can-be played"througb
ttJatguitarist Jimmy Page is mixiD8 an album
the keys on the keyboard or accessed
which features himself on guitar, Robert
through a midi. A midi is an electronic inPlant on vocals and John Bonham's son
terface. The second use is the one that is the
Jason
on drums. The album will feature Led
most interesting. If the machine can take an
Zeppelin material which was never released
1instrument then it can also take pre-recorded
and
also some new material.
material, so if you don't have a violin you
Currently they have discussed a spring
can use the sound of it on a record and
release date, but nothing is certain as of yet.
enter that into the memory bank which also
means that you can enter a bar of a song or
_
L,.;'":"",,"
a whole chorus of a song. This stored music
could be recalled at the touch of a button or
altered· up an octave or down an octave.
Now that you have your samples in the
memory bank you can create a solid dance
back beat and take selected parts of
thousands of stored libraries of music and
splice it with your funky back beat. This
sounds like fun, so what's the big problem
with it, you ask.
I'm sure that many of you are familiar
with the song "Pump Up The Volume" by
MIA/R/RIS. The song is composed mainly
of samples of other songs plus a back beat
which the band members supplied. "Pump
Up The Volume" is a combination of 30
other songs from disco past and present.
MI A/R/RIS wanted to create a good
dance tune and as it climbed the U.K.
charts. band members knew that 'it was only
a matter of time before trouble started, and
11te Banates, '3 OR the eo. . Top Ten Us r,
boy, they were right. The legal problem
with borrowing material without permisThe
of U2
sion is that it is illegal according to the
U2 fans will be happy to know that a
copyright laws. The precedent that this
book has been written entitled "Unforgetsets will have a material effect on the future
table
Fire - The Story of U2." It is written
of music and creativity as a whole.
by Eamon Dunphy and is published by VikCopyright laws prohibit the use of an aring Press. The book is about U2's climb up
tist's material unless the direct consent of
the
ladder of super-stardom. It begins with
the artist is granted. On top of this is the
their early lives and goes into the way they
fact that most of the artists whose records
enjoy
their free time, as wen as other inwere used in the making of "Pump Up The
teresting facts. The book also covers perVolume" were basically flash in the pan
sonal beliefs as well as band disputes. I
stars who no longer exist, but once they
haven't had a chance to read the book yet,
found out that their three second clip was
but I'm looking forward to it during the
part of the song, they automatically assume
winter
break.
that SO percent of the profits are their property.
U2 For Yuppies
The main problems faced by sampling is
U2 caused quite a commotion in San Franfirst: is it legal? Second, what constitutes
cisco two weeks ago when they played ·a
theft of someone's song if it is three
"Save.
The
in the business
seconds, ten seconds or one quarter of.. se.Yuppies Show"
...
.,...
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district of San Francisco. Some.20,OOO fans
crammed into the area where the band was
playing. The concert was only announced
one hour prior to show time and tied up
traffic for the entire day. The Justine Herman Plaza was the place, and the reason
was the stock market crash and the toll it
took on the yuppie population of San Fran-

Christmas show at Madison Square
Garden, sponsored by W.L.I.R. on
December 18 at 8 pm. If you don't have
tickets keep your ears glued to W.L.I.R.
because they will be giving away tickets.
The band has also told us that they will
return to this area in the beginning of the
summer as well as at the end of the summer.
Expect to see them at Radio City Music
Hall as well as Jones Beach and at The Pier.
The opening band for the Christmas show
will be Nitzer Ebb, a dark band, that has
some key Depeche Mode qualities. I'll see
you there.

CISCO

The set consisted mainly of cover tunes
including Dylan's "All Along The Watchtower," the Beatles' "Helter Skelter,"
Curtis Mayfield's "People Get Ready,"
and many other covers, as well as a great set
of U2 music. During the last song,
"Pride," Bono climbed the plazas Vallancourt Fountain and spray-painted the
words "STOP THE TRAFFIC. ROCK N
ROLL." Bono was later charged with
defacing public property and will either pay
a fine or serve 25 hours of community service which might: include gardening or
cleaning buses. A California judge will
decide his fate as early as next week.

Rap Violence
Rap & violence unfortunately seem to be
walking hand in hand throughout the
world. Last month in New Haven, at a rap
concert which featured several acts, a man
was fatally stabbed when violence erupted
during the show. Several people were also
wounded andlor mugged in isolated incidents, and there were muggings inside and outside of the arena.
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Overseas in England, violence marred LL
Cool .J's concerts which featured Public
Enemy and Eric B. & Rakim. The shows
took place on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday at the Hammersmith Odeon and yielded 16 arrests and more than 60 offences.
The Hammersmith police have reported
that LL Cool J concerts seem to bring
together small bands of segregated troublemakers, and that these hooligans are very
difficult to deal with.
In the past rap concerts have been the
focus of the media because of these occurences, but for those of you that
have never been to a concert. I just thought
that you should know that these ugly incidents happen at many different concerts
as well, so don't be prejudiced towards
these shows.

Body
-PobUc Image limited
No New Tales To Tell-Love&Rotkets
3. Hazy Shade Of Winter -The Bangles
4. New Sensation
-INXS
5. The Great Commandment
-Camouflage
6. Sacred
-Depecbe Mode
7. A Push And A Rush And The Land
Is Ours
-The Smiths
8. You're One O/My Kind
-INXS
9. The Promise
-When In Rome
10. Deep And Wide And Tall
" - ".'Aztec CeIMr8- .
Compiled weekly by W.L.I.R. 92.7 F.M.

New Releases
It's Called Love
-Aztec Camera
The Black Album
-Prince
Black
-Black
Colen ture
-The Triffids
Singles
-Marc Almond
Vampire Can Mating Oven -Camper Van
Beetboven
Maxi
-Maxi Priest
In Place Of The Sword Reversed
-The Fall
Heavens
-Big Dipper

Mike's Top Ten Album
Picks For 1987
I.

Curt Smith Libel Suit

2.

Curt Smith of Tears for Fears is in court
in the U.K. suing for libel damages stemming from three English press stories about
his teenage life.
The first claims that while he was in
school he was thrown out of school for
alledgedly smoking marijuana.

3.
4.
5.

The other two stories claimed that he lost
his virginity at age 13 and that the woman
he lost it to was three times his age. The
stories also claimed that he had several sexual contacts through sexual mating.

magazines.
All of these rumors were dismissed as blatant lies by the English journalist who
spread them and he apologized regretting
his allegations. No settlement has been
agreed on as of yet, but this looks like it will
be settled out of court and Curt can get
back to working on the next Tears for Fears
LP, which is long overdue.

Depeche Mode Concert
As I predicted two issues ago, Depeche
Mode will be in New York for a sold out

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Wonderful Life
-Black
Strangeways Here We Come
-TheSmitbs
Music For The Masses -Depeche Mode
Babylon And On
-Squeeze
Introducing The Hardline According
To Terence Trent D'A rby
-Terence Trent D'Arby
Happy?
-Public Image Limited PO
The Joshua Tree
-U2
Kiss Me Kiss Me Kiss Me -The Cure
The Christians
-The Christians
Earth Sun Moon
-Love It Rockets

If you are doing some holiday shopping
and are looking for something to satisfy the
music lover in your life, any of these selections would more than definitely satisfy
their musical tastes. Here are just a few
locations where you can find these records:
Slipped Disc - Valley Stream
Prime Cuts - Little Neck, Rockville Centre
Tower Records - Manhattan
Record World - New York and metro area
Uncle Phils - Levittown
Enjoy the holidays, but more important,
enjoy the great music.
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Reader Mail

I

M. R. Medordi writes:
Please inform me on any new albums
that U2 will be putting out. Will they come
out with a Christmas album, or song? Also
is there a way that you can keep me informed on any upcoming concerts? Thank you.
M. R. Medordi, ·1 think that 1 have
several answers for you. At the end of this
reply you will find a U2 discography which
might help you a little. As for U2 and new
records, there will be some sort of tribute to
Elvis which U2 recorded in Memphis at Sun
Studios which is where Elvis got his start.' 1
also know that while U2 was in the New
York area that they went to Harlem to rerecord "I Still Haven't Found What I'm
Looking For" in a gospel format with some
local and relatively unknown singers. The
live album of the Joshua Tree tour will be
released in the coming year, and rumor has
it that the album will be a compilation
video, album, and compact disc video
which will include documentary styled interviews and off stage clips. The video will
mostly contain clips of a concert that was
supposed to have taken place somewhere in
the desert in Nevada.

remix... (Island ISD 109 double pack single)
Mar. 1983 Two HeartsBeat As One/New
Years Day-U.S. remix/Two Hearts Beat As
One-U.S. remix.. . (Island 1215, 12" single)
Sep. 1984 Pride/Boomerang ll.....
(Island IS 207)
Sep, 1984 Pride/Boomerang 1l/4th of JuIy .... . (lsland ISD 207 double pack single,
same titles on 12" single (Island 121S 207)
Oct. 1984 Pride/Boomerang JI.....
(Island ISP 207 picture disc)
May 1985 The Unforgettable Fire/A Sort
Of Homecoming - Live.....
(Island IS 220)
May 1985 The Unforgettable Fire/A Sort
of Homecoming Live/The Three
Sunrises/Bass Trap/Love Comes Tumbling.....
(Island 121S 220 12" single)
May 1985 The Unforgettable Fire/Sort OJ
Homecoming - Live/Three Sunrises/Bass
Trap/Love Comes Tumbling.....
(Island ISD 220 double pack single)
Apr. 1986
Pride/4th of July/Sunday
Bloody Sunday/Two Hearts Beat As
One/Boomerang ll/Love Comes Tumbling/60 Seconds In Kingdom/Three
Sunrises.... . (Arabesque U2 PAC3 triple
singlepack)
Mar. 1987
With Or Without
You/Luminous Times (Hold On To
Lover/Walk To The Water.. .. .
(Island IS319)
ALBUMS:
Oct. 1980 Boy.....
(Island ILPS9646)
Oct. 1981 October... . . (Island lLPS9680)
Mar. 1983 War.....
(Island ILPS9733)
Nov. 1983 Under A Blood Red Sky.....
(Island IMA3; mini album)
Oct. 1984 The Unforgettable Fire.....
(Island U25)
May 1985 Wide A wake In America.....
(Island ISSP22, mini-album)
Mar. 1987 The Joshua Tree..... (lsland U26)

Mike's Mini-Reviews
U2 Is .akllll a tribute albam to EMs Presley.

I also know as do most fans that U2 has a
cur on the Very Special Christmas Album
which is entitled Christmas Baby Please
Come Home. There is also a live album being released which contains some of
Ireland's most famous bands, including U2.
of course. As I type this article, I am listening to some of the cuts from an untitled
album as of yet. It will be released as a
benefit to the unemployed Irish people and
is from a concert that took place two years
ago.
I wish I had more information for you.
but currently I don't, so just keep reading
and I'll keep writing.

U2 DISCOGRAPHY:
Singles
Sept. 1979 Out Of Control/Stories For
Boys/Boy-Girl..... (aetuallyan EP entitled
(Irish CBS 7951)
U2-3)
Feb. 1980
Another Day/Twilight.....
(Irish CBS 8306)
May 1980 . 11 0 'Clock Tick Tock /
Touch.....
(Island WIP 660])
Aug. 1980 A Day Without Me/Things To
Make And Do.....
(Island WIP 6630)
Oct. 1980
I Will Follow/BOJI-Girl.....
(Island WIP 6656)
June 1981 Fire/E) Saito.....
(Island WIP 6679)
June 1981 Fire/J.J.Swallo/Cry/The Electric Co. /11 0 'Clock Tick Tock/
The Ocean - Live.....
(Island UW 1P6679 double pack single)
Oct. 1981 Gloria/I Will Follow - Live.....
(Island WIP 6733)
Mar. 1982 A Celebration/Trash, Trampoline A nd The Party Girl. . .. .
(Island WIP 6770)
Jan. 1983 New Years Day /J, Treasure.....
(Island WIP 6848)
Jan. 1983
New Years Day/Treasure/I
Threw A Brick Through A WindowlA Day
Without Me - Live.....
(Island UNWIP 6848 double pack single)
Mar. 1983
Two Hearts Beat As
One/ Endless Deep.. ...
(Island IS 109)
Mar. 1983
Two Hearts Beat As
One/Endless Deep/New YeaT.S" Day-U.S.
"mix/Two Hearts Beat As One-U.S.

George Michaels - FaiJh
(Columbia)
I have a problem with this individual!
Why do artists leave perfectly good situations and go off on their own little adventures? I really liked Wham! and even if Andrew Ridgely didn't do anything at least the
pair looked like a set of friends having a
good time. Fame and fortune has a nasty
effect on people some times and here it is
.....ore evident than ever.
George Michaels has a nasty attitude and
his album is far below the par that Wham!
would have acheived. The one thing that
crosses my mind is this: 13-year-old girls do
eventually grow up and realize that yes indeed his crap does smell and boy is it awful.
I listened to the album once and thought
O.K. what is his point and I found nothing.
Cheap surface material and nothing more.

When The Mirror Cracks
(Polygram)
Here is the perfect example of peer
pressure. This band whioh is led by the infamous creator of the Floyd Rose Tremelo
System starts his own band and asks his
clients: Eddie Van Halen, Sammy Hagar,
Steve Stevens, and Stevie Vai what they
think of his new band and they being the
sports that they are say, "Hey, you guys are
Q5 -

~"",

....

This album is a piece of pitiful recording.
and th~ call it rock 'n' roll? I think that
Mr. Rose should stick to tremelo bars and
stay far away from recording. The funny
thing is that the band's guitar-ist doesn't
even use the tremelo bar to its fullest extent.
Give it a rest!
Poetic Champions Compose Van Morrison
(MercuryIPolyGrarn)
This guy is still dishing out the same
speed of music over his three decade career.
This record changes nothing, and his
musical attitudes remain mellow and relaxed. 1 found the album to be enjoyable, but a
little 10Dl~ He uses such eloquent titles for

"".""""" '._"w,.:",
.
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Digney
Fignus

No
Thespian
Required

By LAURA OSMAN

Digney who?·! Digney Fignus and believe
it or not, he swears it's his real name. If it
sounds at all familiar, that's because you've
probably seen his video on MTV. Digney
has been involved in music since his early
teens, but his big break came in J983 when
his video, "The Girl With the Curious
Hand," (which ironically was inspired by
the murder of his friend in New York) won
the MTV basement award.
Born in Cambridge, Fignus now lives in
Boston where he opened the highly successful club "Streets." Together with the
~ four member band with whom he has been
~ performing in the Boston area, he is now
~ looking forward to performing aDd aettina

~

6JoeOOd:
his songs that they seem to make different
impressions in your head and the songs
don't often resemble these titles. Van Morrison needs another Brown Eyed Girl to get
back into the main stream because he is far
removed and probably will not return with
this effort.
This is a solid album, but not the stuff
dreams are made of.
The Cnristians - The Christians
(Island)
This being their debut album.promotion
will more than likely be limited, but these
guys are good and will probably be passed
up as most of these good bands are. They
carry a solid Motown sound which
resembles the Four Tops and the Temptations with a twist of General Public. I hope
to see these guys tour the U.S. soon to back
up the album. Don't miss this one because
the first British motor city band is gonna
make a solid impact on the U.S. of A.
Wonderful Life -

rsnJ(s

Black

(A&M)

Finally an album that everybody can
relate to! This one man band headed by
Colin Vearncombe is simply superb. His
music falls into just about every possible
category: rock, easy listening, dance, new
wave, and top 40. If you're looking for an
all around record to go home to relax to or
if you rather go dancing, this is the record
for you.

-.

,/

FIa-s' .... II a .daaft-rock...... .m.
recognition in New York. Currently, he is
looking for a record label to help him produce an album and is planning a college
tour starting in January.
Digney has released a six song EP featuring "The Girl With the Curious Hand" on
Columbia Records. All the songs on the EP
are fast-paced, cheerful and very danceable.
. These songs includereggae as well as
influences which together combine to form
a curious and enticing sound. "The Girl
With the Curious Hand" is a great album
and every song on the album has obviously
been very carefully thought out. Over the
summer, Digney released yet another single,
called "Uno One," which was played on
various college stations.
Digney himself, (whose motto is appropriately "Dig the Fig"),' is a great guy
and his perseverence and good spirits
should help him immensely in his future
endeavours.
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DAVID BANKS
of three couples trying to cope with difficult
situations. In the end, their only hope is
Jesus Christ; and he's right there to give

~
g

Milner, features Giancarlo Esposito, Chip
Fields, Marvin Wright-Bey with lead
vocalists Vanessa Bell Armstrong and Be Be
Winans.
The play focuses on the discouraging lives

g
•

I
them the strength they need. The funniest
characters in the play are Silk (Giancarlo
Esposito) a sex addict and Sister Needlove
(Connie Marie Brazelton) a woman who
(Continued Page B17. Column 1)
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jeweled, image. Prince's band is as dazzling
as his show - a few of the talented artists
featured are Sheila E. on drums, a special
appearance by ex-sweetheart Sheena
Easton, Madhouse (featuring Eric Leeds on
saxophone) and Prince's latest discovery
singer!dancer Cat Glover. Every so often,
the movie turns into a comic pursuit by
Prince (whom she blatantly rejects) or one
of the other band members of Cat. Such
love games coupled with the elaborate stage
settings and Prince's puzzling dance
movements add further to the allure of the
show making it as unique and memorable as
any of his earlier performances.
Of course, the best part of the movie is
the music. Although most of the songs are
from Prince's latest album, the audience
was overwhelmed when he threw in "Little
Red Corvette." Similarly impressive were
the performances of "Housequake" and
"Forever in My Life."
This is Prince's second directing attempt
and apparently his misguided and unfortunate experiences with Under the Cherry
Moon have helped him in doing a much better job this time around.

Warlock -

process

by

Amerlcanlation.

American members tend to give the band a
more commercial sound than was
demonstrated on the band '5 first two
releases, Burning the Witches and Hellbound. But, the band benefits greatly from
Balin's help in the lyric writing department.
True, there is nothing as raw as "Darx
Fade" or as raunchy as "All Nite " on this
newest Warlock release, but at least there is
a little more diversity this time around.
Good songs like "Touch of Evil" and
"Cold Cold World" make this album
about as good as it's predecessor, "True as
Steel." That's good, but being on a par
with Hellbound would have been slightly
better.
-J ohn Ricard

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!

-

Written by Marvin Winans
Directed by Ron Milner and Ronald Winans
The Longacre Theater
220 West 48th Street
(212) 239-6200

Don't Get God Started is one of the best
gospel plays you'll ever see. The spirit-filled
production, written and directed by Ron

m..

--

Don't Get God Started

B~

Sip' of th~ Timn Is Prince's bat

There is a sticker 011 the front of this
album that reads 'Includes (the songs) "All
We Are," "East Meets West" and "Metal
Tango" '. That has to be one of the worst
promotional gimmicks ever. Those three
songs are the worst on the entire Ip.
"All We Are" begins with it's lame singalong style chorus and continues steadily
downhill from there for a few very long
minutes. It's a dull athemic song of the sort
that is frequently found on bad commercial
releases.
"East Meets West" is another failed attempt at commercial metal. It features
dumb lyrics; "When east meets west it's
gonno be one hell of a mess" and the song
is a complete failure. "Metal Tango" has
even dumber lyrics; "dance demons, loose
control, this is the Meta! Tango" and it is,
without a doubt, the worst song to appear
on any of this German band's four albums.
Those three songs are the agony of this
release. Thankfully, the remaining songs,
are a triumph.
"Three Minute Warning;" the second
track on "Triumph anrl Agony, " is a fast
song with an excellent back beat and
beautifully harsh vocals. Along with "Kiss
of Death," another track during which
vocalist Doro really lets loose, it proves that
there is still hope for this newly Americanized German band.
The Americanization of Warlock has
come in the form of two new members:
Tommy Hendrickson on bass and Tommy
on guitar. Also, the band has been
Americanized by their American producer,
Joey Balin, who has a co-write credit on virtually every song. Regrettably, the two

.~1II11111.lIIl11lllli_IIII1I[II!~III"I"H~II"'iI.nUIIHwt!r.IUIllH"'1~1I111J11.mH111Jj1.mn111W.mmllJl~~
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When Faith Holds Out
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WarlOck - Triumphand Agony
(Polygram Records)

By LAURA OSMAN
First came Purple Rain -the biggest box
office smash of the summer of '84. Then
fortune turned. to disaster as Under the
Cherry Moon became a flop, failing along
with the likes of Howard the Duck. Now
Prince has bravely put forth a third moviea concert filmed by the same name as his
current LP, Sign of the Times.
Unlike Under the Cherry Moon, Sign of
the Times is a guaranteed success. Prince is
a very talented musician and Under the
Cherry Moon proved that's exactly how audiences see him- as a musician, no more, no
less. Morris Day and the rest of the supporting cast helped immensly in making Purple
Rain successful. The absence of good actors
in Prince's last movie greatly contributed to
its downfall. Being a concert film, Sign of
the Times does not require any acting talent
from Prince and is thus less of a risky venture. Nonetheless, it is as action packed and
invlving as any "James Bond" movie. As a
result, Sign of the Times is not to be
mistaken as a 1 hour and 40 minute music
video- Prince and his band eloquently illustrate the meanings of the songs through
little sketches (a particularly impressive performance is that of "I Could Never Take
the Place of Your Man.")
Prince went on tour in Europe, but is not
planning to tour the U.S. in the near future
and thus this movie serves a multitude of
purposes. It provides us with the only opportunity to witness his elaborate and spectacular concert performance, and gives
Prince a chance to formally introduce his
new ten member band and new, heavily

!
Van MOI'1i;on's newest release only

Average
Warlocks
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The Chase Manhattan Bank
has part time bank teller posotions availabe
We offer an excellent salary
of between $7-$10 per hour
We will train you during your holiday vacation
and find a convenient location for you to work in

Af recruiter will be at your school on:
Thursday December 17th
9:00 - 5 :00 P.M.
360 Park A venue So.
Room 1321
Please stop by. the office at .your earliest
convenience to schedule in advance for an interview
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CHASE

Chase is an equal opportunity employer F/M/H
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A Victim of History
By CAROL J. KELLY

-....

The Qing dynasty lasted nearly 300 years.
Its fall in 1911 marked the end of more than
3,000 years of Imperial rule in China. Pu Yi
Aisin-Gioro was the last ruling Emperor of
this dynasty. But his fate was to die a
nonentity ...a humble gardener in Peking's
Botanical Gardens. Pu Yi's story is the subject of Columbia Pictures' sweeping epic,
The Last Emperor, starring John Lone,
Joan Chen and Peter O'Toole, directed by
Bernardo Bertolucci and produced by
Jeremy Thomas.
Some historical perspective will prove
useful here. In ]908, when he was not quite
three years old, Pu Yi was abducted from
his mother and named heir to the dragon
throne at the whim of the dying Empress
Dowager, Tzu Hsui. She had, in effect, ruled China for 47 years. The boy-emperor
had a very lonely childhood in Beijing's
Forbidden City-an area of about 250 acres
with 9,999 rooms, (the Chinese believed only heaven contained 10,000 rooms). He was
attended by bannermen, courtiers, servants
and more than 1,500 eunuchs who were
part of a corrupt system. Nevertheless, Pu
Yi was a pampered prisoner, unable to venture outside of the Forbidden City.
The Qing dynasty collapsed in 1911, and
the new Republic of Sun Yat-Sen began. An
eight-point agreement called the "Articles
of Favorable Treatment" was drawn up by
the republic, allowing the royal family to
continue to live in the Forbidden City, but
without power beyond its walls. (The
limited scope of Pu Vi's power was kept
hidden from him for several years.) In 1924,
troops of the warlord Feng Yu Hsiaing gave
the ]9-year-old Pu Yi and his family an
hour to leave the Imperial Palace.
For seven years, the ex-emperor and his
entourage lived in the northern city of
Tientsin, where, supported by cash from his
palace fortune, he adopted a decadent
western lifestyle. Although "free" for the
first time in his life, his ambition was to
return to Manchuria, regain his throne and
rule all of China. Considering the political
situation, Pu Yi felt his only hope lay with
the Japanese. In 1931, the Japanese occupied Manchuria and three years later. installed Pu Yi as their puppet emperor.
Powerless, he suffered many indignities at
the hands of the Japanese army. Ironically,
Pu Yi was back in the Imperial Palace as
their prisoner.
Japan surrendered to the United States in
1945 after the bombing of Hiroshima.
Although given a guarantee of safety by
America, the Kwantung Army decided Pu Yi
should go to Japan but before his plane
could leave, he was captured by the Russians. Pu Yi served five years in a Siberian
prison. Sent back to China in 1950, he was
"re-educated" while serving ten years in
prison for war crimes and collaboration
with the Japanese. Pu Yi was pardoned in
December 1959 and became an ordinary
citizen of China.

Pu Yi's life as a metamorphosis brought
about by his re-education. "Western justice
is based on punishment; Chinese justice is
more Confucian and wants to help the individual cure himself," says Bertolucci. According to the director, Pu Yi never
becomes totally free until the end of his life.
He wishes us to believe that Pu Yi becomes
a model citizen. Does Pu Yi really change?
Bertolucci fails to convince me. Although
Bertolucci wants to demonstrate this
change to the audience, he shows Pu Yi in
only two real scenes, (the youth rally and
his return to the Forbidden City), from the
time of his release until his death
by cancer in 1967. Neither really show
him as anything but a timid, passive, selfeffacing and most of all brainwashed, old
man. I feel that Pu Yi is spineless long
before his years of re-education, which
anesthetizes him even more. Is Pu Yi really
"free" in the end? Or is he so emotionally
castrated that it doesn't matter? Does he repent, reform and lead a life of contentment
as a gardener? After two hours and 46
minutes, I felt no real sympathy for the
elderly Pu Vi. I found him much more interesting as a child. John Lone's performance is too subdued. He seems empty and
ineffectual, but it is not all his fault. .. Pu Yi
grows into a wimp.
The Last Emperor begins in 1950,
when Pu Yi returns to his homeland from
Russia. He is among hundreds of war
criminals headed for prison in Fushun to be
"re-educated." He looks desperate, and in
fact attempts suicide in a prison bathroom.
The major part of the movie consists of a
series of flashbacks covering his life from
just shy on his third birthday, in 1908, up
until 1950. This constant flashback structure tends to break the narrative flow. But
its intention is clear-as Pu Yi reveals his
past on the road of self-discovery, we in the
audience learn about the forces that lead
him to his present situation. The governor
of the prison, who is also his interrogator /instructor/confidante, is well acted
by Ying Ruocheng. Near the end of the
film, we are also privy to the governor's fall
from grace, as tables turn during the
Cultural Revolution.
As an adorable and precocious threeyear-old, Pu Yi is played wonderfully by
Richard Vu. Still a toddler, Pu Yi has
thousands of adults kow-tow ing to him ana
quickly becomes addicted ro this power
After all, he is the " Son of Heaven" and
"Lord of Ten Thousand Year"." The charm.
spontaneity and spirit of this child is totally
missing in the rather »assive adult. In fact.
as a child, (also plavc,: as a ten-year-old and
as a teenager by two fine young actors). Pu
Yi engages our interest and ever. our
fascination, but his adult life is disappointing. Pu Yi is a psychological case study; hi s
bizarre childhood most definitely colors t he
rest of his life. Longing for the power he
had as a young child, he set himself up for

Pu VI, I..t emperor
of China, and his wife.
,
1

Director Bernardo Bertolucci whose
previous work includes The Last
Tango in Paris, The Conformist and The
Spider's Strategy, has (1 simple premise:
that a man is capable of changing. He sees

the greatest mistake of his life. Pu Yi never
grows up until perhaps after his reo
education. Throughout the movie, there are
scenes which illustrate his childlike reaction
to loss and his unwillingness to accept reality.

In 1919, tradition is broken when Pu Yi
gets a British tutor. All previous emperors
had Chinese tutors. A Scot and a Sinophile,
Reginald Johnson, (Peter O'Toole) arrives
like a breath of fresh air into the Imperial
Palace. He quickly becomes Pu Vi's close
friend and adviser, educating him not only
about the outside world. but also about
rampant corruption in his own court.
Reginald Johnson remains loyal to the
emperor even after they are separated.
When he finally returned to Britain, he
wrote a book on his experiences in China.
Peter O'Toole is extremely stiff and proper
in this role, with an accent and enunciation
which even Professor Higgins would find
severe.
A major turning point in Pu Vi's life occurs when, after seven years, his mother
and brother visit the Imperial Palace. He
has not been with other children. While
playing together, his brother challenges his
authority. and in the cruel way that only
children can, tells Pu Yi that he is not
emperor for all of China, but only The Forbidden City. He takes a distraught Pu Yi to
the wall, where. just coincidentally, (only in
the movies), the President of the New
. Republic and his motorcade are driving by.
Pu Yi is devastated. This had been hidden
from him for several years. Pu Yi's
tantrum-reaction to this "loss" of power
mirrors his reaction to other losses later in
life. Bertolucci uses it as a theme
throughout the film, perhaps to show his
limited coping skills as well as portraying
him as a passive victim of circumstances.
For example, when Pu Vi's mother kills
herself, he is not allowed outside the Forbidden City to see her. His reaction to this
cruelty is the most jolting event in the entire
movie. In another incident. Pu Vi's wet
nurse is banished from the Forbidden City
by courtiers fearing her power over him.
We see him in an emotionally wrenching
scene, running after her palanquin. Also,
Bertolucci shows Pu Yi's tantrum when his
secondary wife leaves him. Much later, as
Pu Vi's opium-addicted Empress is taken
away by the Japanese, he helplessly runs
after her car.
About the only time we see a decisive Pu
Yi is when. bouyed by a new awareness
brought on by Reginald Johnson, he tries to
reform the Household Department of the
Imperial Palace. For years they had been
robbing him of thousands of dollars. Now a
teenager. (about 16), Pu Yi abruptly appoints a new Lord Chamberlain, and orders
reforms, including an inventory of the
storehouse which would make the eunuchs
very accountable. The storehouse is
mysteriously burned, and Pu Yi
courageously banished the eunuchs. It's an
awesome sight. .. 1.500 eunuchs with iars
containing their organs, (they have to be
buried as whole men).
Chinese marriage customs of the period
are well dramatized in "The Last
Emperor." Shortly after his wet nurse's
forced departure, Pu Yi has to take a bride.
Merely ]5, he is given a list of appropriate
candidates and chooses a beautiful Manchu
aristocrat by pointing to her photograph.
Pu Yi does not see her thickly veiled face
until the night of their wedding. Joan Chen
gives a very sympathetic performance as the
tragic, unloved Empress Wang Jung. Her
first conversation with Pu Yi shows her to
be intelligent and vivacious. However.
things start [0 go wrong ear ly rshe spends
her wedding night alone. Pu Yis sexual
ambivalence throughout his adult life will
bring wretched consequences for Wang
Jung.
Bertolucci clearly COnveys just how confining Pu Yi's childhood and adolescence
are. The boy-emperor does not have a moment of privacy. His courtiers, eunuchs,
consorts and servants listen to every conversation, sometimes hiding behind columns
and walls. They attend him even in the
toilet; they help him undress his bride and
are in his bed chamber on his wedding
night. Several official tasters are present at
every meal to make sure he's not poisoned.
Dozens of eunuchs run behind him the one
time we see him playing with his brother.
(This scene is actually funny.) Pu Yi even
has a servant in prison! His task is to accompany the emperor throughout his life.
When forced to learn to take care of his
personal needs by the governor of the

Chinese prison, it is amazing, to see that
Pu Yi cannot even tie his own shoelaces.
Forced to quit the Imperial Palace, we
first see the ! 9-year-old Pu Yi in a cafe in
Tietsin, wearing western-style clothes, singing a appallingly bad rendition of "Am I
Blue." Pu Yi lives a decadent lifestyle
supported by his considerable fortune.
Naturally, his family and entourage are also
with him in Tietsin . It is here that his
desperately unhappy secondary wife walks
out on him with nothing but the clothes on
her back. (Once outside the very structured
social system of the Forbidden City, her
role and her prestige are diminished. Furthermore, Pu Yi ignores her.)
The film glosses over Chinese history
during the '20s. It mentions Chiang Kaishek taking Shanghai and a few other
"headline" events. However, they are not
dramatized and we don't get a sense of their
profound impact either on China or on Pu
Vi. He is not politically astute and the film's
world view is often as narrow and naive as
Pu Yi's. Although there is now public opposition to imperial rule, Pu Yi bides his

(Continued from Page B12)
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time In Tientsin, waiting for his chance to
regain his throne. His ambition is
unrealistic, but now Pu Yi has had a taste
of life as a carefree playboy, and he wants
to return home.
The Japanese occupied Manchuria in
1931, and knowing the ex-emperor wants to
return home they decide to we him. They
ask Pu Yi to help the Manchurians achieve
independence. This is Pu Vi's ticket and he
is installed as puppet emperor in 1931. But
his power is on paper only.
In a most diabolical plot, the Japanese
infiltrate a spy into Pu Vi's household, getting to him where he is most vulnerable.
Knowing that Empress Wan Jung is less
easy to fool than her husband, they have
the ruthless and sophisticated Eastern Jewel
(Maggie Han) supply her with both opium
and sex. (Sexually undefi ned from
adolescence, Pu Yi is now totally inactive.)
The Japanese have to weaken Wan Jung
and it is painful to watch her deteriorate.
But Pu Yi contemptuously ignores his wife
as the Japanese destroy her. He does nor
seem to understand why she had become an
opium addict. Always the emotional cripple. Pu Yi fails to respond. He allows Wan
Jung to be put in a position which results in
a devastatingly embarrassing incident.
It is therefore very hypocritical and
pointless to see Pu Yi running after the car as the Japanese take Wan
Jung to a "clinic." When she eventually
returns, she's a shadow of her former
self-totally nuts.
Japan's top rock musician, Rvuichi
Sakamoto, plays Arnakasu Masahiko , the
<adistic army officer who controls Pu Yi
after he becomes puppe: emperor. Both he
and Eastern Jewel are portrayed as villains.
Bertolucci makes the Japanese onedimensional; he does not convey the complexity of their political situation in World
War II.
As the war fi nally ends, and the Russians
capture Pu Vi's plane before it could take
off, we do not care what happens to him.
At least he would now be formally imprisoned. The ending of the movie drags.
After Pu Yi is released from prison in
China. it gets pretty boring. The youth rally
is not effective.. .it seems staged only to
show Mao-worship. Pu Yi is now reeducated, listless and humble. In the final
scene, John Lone really exaggerates his
depiction of Pu Yi as an old man. He was
only 61 when he died. Yet, when he finally
visits the Imperial City as a tourist, you
would think he was 90 years old!
I will recommend this movie to true fans
0
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of the epic genre. I enjoyedmany parts of
it. I might even try to read Pu Vi's
autobiography and Reginald Johnson's
book. The movie gives us an inside look of
China and its customs. The Last
Emperor is also beautifully photographed.
The pageantry of Pu Vi's coronation,
his royal wedding plus various crowd sequences are very authentic, rich and colorful.
There is great attention to detail-in terms
of Chinese culture. costumes and make-up.
The Chinese government cooperated fully
with Bertolueci and his crew, aDowing them access to locations in the Forbidden City, and
other parts of China. Shots of the actual
Hall of Supreme Harmony in the Imperial
Palace are a visual delight.
Pu Vi's story is fascinating because it
covers a dramatic period in China's history.
From his coronation in 1908 to his death in
1967; from the end of the Qing dynasty to
the beginni ng of the cultural revolution.
However, Pu Yi does not shape history; he
is caught in its web. He is a victim of
history.

Why Girls
Become
Lesbians
The End of the Storm
by Nathaniel Howard
144 pp, Paperback. $9.45
Family Government Publications
by GLEN J. SPANGLER
Here are some typical comments about
The End ~f the Storm:
HAt last. Somebody has made sense out
of all the craziness in the world. But I'm
afraid it's going to take 50 years to percoiate down,"
-W.K~, UCLA
I'm 35, perhaps 40, and in the course of
my career as a writer I make a discovery. By
thinking in just the right way, and wording
things precisely, I can make it absolutely
clear that what I'm saying is true. No ands,
ifs or buts.
My reasoning is so complete and flawless
that the reader can't escape it. Klan
members, Neo-Nazis, ultra-liberals, ultra.conservatives, Communists, religious
fanatics, and all the other poor misguided
souls who previously didn't realize that I
was always right, blush while reading my
work and, seeing the error in their ways, say
"Gee, how silly I've been!" There's more,
but the way it ends up is I'm president for
life of a utopian world of my design.
It's sort of a fantasy I had years ago. Arrogant. childish and strange, I know, but it
was only a day dream and I never took it
seriously. even when it first ran through my
head like a bad short story in junior
high school. My point is the aspect of
human nature it illustrates. We all have opinions and we believe they are correct.
That's what opinions are. And while intellectually we may realize that they can't all
be right. a small part of us won't accept
that. It's so obvious to each of us that we're
right in so many of our conclusions about
life that it seems we just have to have more
common sense than the rest. I also believe
it's what drives "serious writers" (such as
myself) to write: "Listen to me," they say,
"and I'll tell you what life is all about."
Even those of us with the lowest opinions of
ourselves have delusions of grandeur hidden somewhere. In fact, I think we need
them. But most of us keep them in check.
It is in this context that Nathaniel
Howard's The End of the Storm, can best
be understood. In his rush to create a
blueprint for Utopia, Howard distorts his
view of the human condition so that the
result is a world that would be quite simple
and manageable if only people would see
what is so obvious to him. Using this world
as a guide, he has come up with a set of
hastily drawn conclusions and etched them
in granite. Of course, Howard has a few
valid opinions, but his subjective point of

view (and, admittedly, none of us is entirely
objective about herself) allows him to see
the sum total as a phenomenal treasure of
wisdom.
"The fact is, bag ladies, beggars,
workaholics,... suicides, mass murderers,
etc., become what they are because of one,
and only one, motivation!" This is the
claim Nathaniel Howard makes in the prologue of his book, and it is the foundation
for his simple world. Everything (or ~ more
accurately, everyone) that is wrong with the
world, Howard believes, can be traced to
one cause: the unconscious need to stab
one's parents in the back as revenge for
something that was probably just an
unavoidable misunderstanding from early
childhood.
Homosexuality, for example: "The urge
has to feel irresistable, because it takes a
powerful excuse to convince yourself to
betray your true nature. ""A girl becomes a
lesbian for the same reason. Homosexuality
is nothing but spite, revenge, anger. Don't
let anyone tell you any different. When a
person decides on self betrayal it means the
pleasure, i.e. the pain she can inflict on the
parent, is worth the pain and loss of self
respect they must endure." I am not a
homosexual, but I must say I was offended,
as I was when he gave the same motive to
almostall suicides, interracial and interfaith
marriages, and yes, even the mentally ill.
And all this Nathaniel Howard claims to get
from a man named Arthur Teicher, Ph.D.,
whom no one seems to have heard of. I
even left the main library on Fifth Avenue
empty-handed. Howard uses one vague
case study of a short tempered gambler
Teicher treated to justify all of his conclusions.
This," "The Eye of the Storm," was Part
I of the book. Next is Part II, "Blue
Skies, " which describes the new government Howard says we need. Every one hundred people will have a "godfather" (yes,
the idea comes from the movie) who got his
job by passing an IQ/psychological test.
Every one hundred of these leaders will
have their own leader, and so on up to the
top where we will be ruled by three
"Elders". No, I'moot making dris up.-He
catts it- family- government, and by some
strange twist of fate the book is published
by Family Government Publications, a
company which didn't exist before The End
of the Storm.
In Part III, "Other Matters and After
Thoughts," the author (who also didn't exist before this book) offers us other
miscellaneous pearls of wisdom. Then in
Part IV there are four short stories to "illustrate." It is interesting to note that three
of the four are fantasies.
I don't believe you will find The End oj
the Storm in any bookstore or library; at
this point it appears to be strictly mailorder. I suppose I have to tell you how to
order it. Throwaway $9.45 of your hardearned money ($7.45 with a photostat of
your student J.D.) by sending it to:
Family Government Publications
P.O. Box 6138
New York, N.Y. ]0128-9991

Room For
One More
Love Dog -

Norman Nardini
(CBS)

In this world of techno-pop and sixteenyear-olds singing in malls to promote a new
record, there is always room for one more
rock and roller. Norman Nardini is just
that. His band has the typical rock and roll
configuration, no elaborate rack of synthesizers, just a keyboard for that Hammond Organ sound, two guitars. bass.
drums and some vocals.
Norman's second record, Love Dog,
makes it plain that he is part of the
resurgence of rock. The Georgia Sattelites
have helped to pave the way for rockers like
Norman Nardini and The Radiators.
Norman describes himself as a pre-Van
Halen guitarist, getting his influence from
early rock and jazz players. It is great to
hear old fashioned rock and roll played
with Norman's own bizarre '80s twist.
- Mark Schnurman

Christmas With The
Rockettes
By DIANE LEPPEK
There is no more joyful feeling in the
world than to experience Christmas time in
the city. The tree is up at Rockefeller
Center, with families ice skating underneath
it. Between Fifth Ave. and 59th St., they
have strung up the lights and placed the
huge snowflake up in the middle of the inr: .
tersection. All the posh department stores
have their Christmas displays out for the
people to enjoy. There are already Santas
on every corner ringing their bells for the
Salvation Army. Just walking down the
streets, you can smell the aroma of roasted
chestnuts coming from the street vendors.
There's that feeling in the air that tells us
Christmas has arrived.
What a better way to take the Christmas
spirit of the sidewalks into the theater
than by seeing the Magnificent Christmas
Spectacular at Radio City Music Hall.
The show started 50 years ago, and has
been New York's longest loved hit. Since
1934, the media have proclaimed it to be the
most successful and heartwarming extravaganza" in town. No- other show bas
been able to top it.
The show starts the moment you walk in

Joel In
Russia
Kohliept-Billy Joel
(CBS)
Long Island's own "Piano Man" became
the first American recording star to perform live in Russia. He brought a fully staged rock show to the VI Lenin Sports and
Concert Complex. This past summer he
performed in front of six sold out audiences. The concerts are documented in
the double live album "Kohliept." (Means
concert in Russia.)
The album begins with a Russian song
Odoya. It is sung by "Zhournalist ." Billy
opens with the oldest song on the album,
Angry Young Man. He does a great job and
his piano never sounded better The audience's response was pleasant but not a resounding one. After another old favorite,
Honesty, he spoke to the audience for the
first time. With help from a translator, he
spoke about Vietnam and how he didn't
approve of the war. Good Night Saigon
followed; it's his anti-war song. The majority of the remaining songs were recent
ones and were performed ok, but they are
just not as good as his old songs. His
talented piano is just not heard as prominently in the new songs. Highlights later
in the album were Only The Good Die
Young, and Big Shot. The former was the
best song he did. Played brilliant ly by him
and his band, the audience seemed to come
alive during this song. The album ends with
two covers; Back in the USSR by the
Beatles and the Bob Dylan classic The
Times They are a Changin. Before the
Dylan folk tune, Billy spoke about how he
compares Russia today with America in the
1960's. He seemed truly pleased by Russia's

the music hall, which is decorated with
Christmas _holly and brightly lit evergreen
trees. The massive organs on each side of
the stage vibrate with favorite carols.
Children sitting anxiously with their grandparents or parents (who have probably seen
it when they were young) wait for the show
to-6egin~-the spectacular }las something in
it for every age, be it teddy bears dancing to
the Nut Cracker for the children or The
Rockettes with their precision dancing to
the March oj the Wooden Soldiers for the
adults. In one of the acts, carolers are
walking down to the stage from the sides
singing favorite songs, and when they reach the
center, an iceskating rink emerges from the
bottom front of the stage with a couple
iceskating. The grand- finale, The Living
Nativity. has live camels, donkeys, and
sheep which are brought onto stage, and
recreates the birth of Christ. The lighting
and the enormous stage bring a realistic picture to all the viewers in the haIl.
To all those Scrooges out there. Why not
open yotirbearts tniS" Spea&l. season? -Fill
your hearts with joy and gladness because it
may not come around again. Oh and Merry
Christmas to all.
peace efforts and ":e did a very good job on
the song.
The album covers are loaded with pictures from the shows and one in particular
stood out. It was a picture of a teenage girl
handing Billy flowers and seemed to indicate an attempt for peace for the two nations.
Compared to his other live album,
"Songs in the Attic," "Kohliept " doesn't
measure up because the quality of his music
has declined in the SO's. However, Billy
Joel fans and most contemporary pop music
fans will appreciate the album. "Kohliept"
is a statement of peace and Billy Joel is a
fine spokesman.

-Mickey K,amn-

The Power
Tower

I

Power -

Tower of Power
(Cypress)

Power is one of the best records I have
heard this year. Tower of Power, a ninepiece, brass oriented band from the San
Francisco Bay area, continues to put out
high energy, pop/jazz music. The band has
a sound similar to Toto and Chicago, but
with more soul, energy. power, ...more
everything. From the soul/R&B sound of
"Ball and Chain" to the pop/funk lines of
"Boys Night Out," Tower of Power docs it
all with ease and Incredible taste.
Huey Lewis fans may recognize Tower of
Power as Huey's horn section. The band's
work with Huey was great, but the band's
original work is fantaSjic. The only disappointing thing about the record is that it is
not all over the radio. This-music can appeal to a huge audience if given the chance.
Hey 'Power - 95" play Power!
- Mark Scltnunrrtln
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Human Carnage
By JOHN GRECO

THE DEAD.

Directed by
John Huston. Written by Tony Huston.
Produced by Wieland Schutz-Keil and
Chris Sievernich, Music by Alex North: A
Vestron Pictures/Zenith release.

Very closely adapted from the short story
of the same name in James Joyce's collection "Dubliners," The Dead is a poetic
epitaph for director John Huston. On the
surface. this particular celebration of the
Epiphany contains the charity and
hospitality that is expected from a gathering
in Dublin during 1904. But despite the
"tressed propriety of the time period.
Huston and son (Tony Huston wrote the
screenplay) manage to draw to attention.
however subtly, themes of life, love and
death that seem in every way a prophesy
from the long-time director, although we
know it's Joyce's philosophy before the
film version. The Dead, in its presentation
of age-old values, highlighted with the
sometimes bitter touch of reality, is as moving and powerful as if it were a modernized
statement. In retrospect, the film also
presents characters and situations that are
similar to those of any generation, the only
difference in the movie is the setting. The
final result is a nicely polished movie, wrapped up in a mystical end narrative (film
against a snowy background) providing a
"balanced " (which is a better term than
symmetrical, a word that has always taken a
negative connotation in my view) finale for
Huston.
The Feast takes place on January 6, a
celebration of the coming of the Magi to

try and revive him for Mrs. Malins. The
performances by Donnelly and Keen are
perfectly executed, the true acting highlight
of the party scenes. Keen is the perfect
spinster, reminiscient of Hepburn in The
African Queen. and Donnelly is just plain
silly in his alcoholic stupor, yet maintaining
enough thought to respond liberally to notions of racism expressed at the dinner
table, a rebellious attitude emphasized by
the simple fact that he is the black sheep of
the family. When Gabriel puts the mother
and son on the horse and buggy to go
home. he remarks that with a mother like
that, its no wonder that Freddy turned out
an alcoholic. Although one gets a sense of
their shallow relationship, this team is the
comedic core of the film.
Before rhe dinner speech, Gabriel shared
a dance with Molly Ivors, as wei' as a quarrel. She approached him about a column he
wrote once a week for a newspaper called
The Daily Express. a journal which she held
in low esteem. Not understanding this blow
to his profession, she continues by interrogating him as to why he prefers travel to
countries other than his own, Ireland. It is
at this point that the individuality of
Gabriel surfaces, a quality that forms a
transition with the toast at the dinner table.
When he finishes the formalities of thanking the aunts and Mary Jane for the
hospitality, he mentions the future generation. lt is an obvious self consciousness in
himself which forces the conclusion that the
age of charity has drawn to a close. It is in
the powerfully self-reflective character portrayed by McCann, that the narrative
becomes so vivid. The Dead blends such
melaBcholy with humor, c:specially in the

-J

A family effort - John Huston directs. Ton; Hustc n , his son, writes. and Anjelica Huston. his
daughter, stars in James .Iovce ts The Dead,

Jesus at Bethlehem. Ther e IS much dancing.
waltzing to the songs mostly played by
piano and there is the usual casual conversation that occurs at parties. At the dinner
table. topics discussed are opera, for exampie. The party is hosted by Aunt Kate and
Aunt Julia, a sweet and corn.cal pair in their
anxiety for things to work out "just right .'
At the opening of the f lrn , they stand at the
lOP of tb; staircase. v. elcorning the gues:«
very cordially, especially awaiting the ar.ival of their favorite nephew, Gabriel
Gonroy, and his wi fe Gretta (played by
Donal McCann and Anjelica Huston),
Gabriel is the pride of the nephews. a leader
of sorts and bears the responsibility of acting as a co-host, also delivering in irnporrant speech at dinner, a speech which he
constantly practices to himself whenever he
gets a spare moment. Mary Jane, Gabriel's
cousin, is the picture of youth and innocence. running around basting the goose
and hanging coats for her aunts. Amid the
festivities, the aunts nervously babble about
Freddy. who always arrives at gatherings inioxicated and is a complete embarrassment to
his mother, Mrs. Malins (played by Marie
Keen, who has had the ,leasur;,: of working
with Stanley Kubrick on Barry Lyndon in
1975). When Freddy (Donal Donnelly) does
arrive, he is as drunk as can be, as everyone
suspected. Needless to say, it is Gabriel's
chore to escort Freddy to the restroom to

1n terruptions

at the table by Freddy. After
the parry though, the humor ends as
Gabriel and Gretta retire to a hotel, for the
first time since rhev ha v e been married. At
the party, Gretta hears a song that reminds
her of a young man in her childhood that
has long since died. an experience that
haunts her memories. one that she has
never told her husband. In tears. she finally
bears th~ truth <1p.c {he excitement of the
niahr i, broken. leaving Gretta crying on
th; bed and Gabriel staring out the window
at the snow covering the town. Here he is a!
his most reflective. wondering about death.
in contrast to the celebration of the living
just hours before. The Dead is just that: a
celebration of life and a realization that
death is a part of it. Some of the important
characters are old and near death, and some
of the people alluded to are already dead. It
is with this better realization that Gabriel
understands how precious life and love
should be, while it is in your grasp.

WALKER.

Directed by Alex
Cox. Written by Rudy Wurlitzer. Produced
by Edward R. Pressman in association with
Incine. Music by Joe Strummer. A Universal release.
Upon viewing Walker, I wonder if director Alex Cox's visit to Nicaragua was as insignificant as that of Mayor Ed Koch.

While I am unsure of exactly what Koch
hoped to accomplish, I do know what Cox
did not. A film chronicling the man that
went to Nicaragua in 1855 and proclaimed
himself ruler of the country, all that is
established is the fact that Alex Cox has a
flair for an abundant amount of violence.
Beside that, the movie lacks any true meaning . other than the constant reminder
through slow motion gunfights that this
madman (an American) just walked right

that haven't spoken in years are brought
together, and it is not too unusual for
enemies of the deceased to attend for a part
in the family fortune. For one of the outside looking in, they can be very funny indeed. Wake: A Farce is,a chance to look in,
and writer Anne Phelan recreates the
scenario perfectly. It is very funny indeed.
This play is like the family of the now
defunct television program Soap, at a
wake. There are some truly hilarious

Beantown Shakedown
By STEVEN BAUM

I'm not sure if George Steinbrenner had
anything to do with it, but just as soon as
New Yorkers could brag about the virtues
of Sonic Youth and Pussy Galore, Boston
strikes back with new vinyl from a pair of
interrelated underground outfits certain
enough to keep us from raising our collective nostrils at Beantown. For those unfamiliar with what's going on here, it's called the Red Sox syndrome. Red Sox, as in
the Fenway Park Red Sox, that dreaded
organization that never gives. my beloved
Yankees a sense of security. As soon as the
BoSox suffer their worst record since JFK
was in charge, the Sox promote young studs
like Ellis Burks and Mike Greenwell to give
Yankees fans a decade of upcoming
nightmares.
If you think I'm nuts, or have Yankees.'
fan paranoia, you may know something,
but consider this: Bumper Crop by the
almighty Volcano Suns, and Big Dipper's
Heavens (both from Homestead Records,
P.O. Box 570, Rockville Centre, N.Y.
11571-0570) have been released in a four
week span. In addition, Dumptruck, one of
Big Dipper's other parent groups, also
released during this frenzied period.

,~
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iWalker (center) and his mercenaries walk into an ambush.

into this country way out of his jurisdiction, and caused a war, a very direct
foreshadowing of the myriad of bloodshed
that occurs in the 1980's by politicians
claiming democratic values.
Before undermining the entire film, it is
necessary to give credit to the two facets
that deserve applause. Ed Harris is perfect
as William Walker, the explosive leader that
praises democracy yet executes anyone that
disagrees with him. It is not as much the
dialogue of Harris, as the expressions he
harbors as the reigning dictator of
Nicaragua. The soundtrack done by Joseph
Strummer is mixed with a heavy, fast beat
in many segments, but in its quick pace syncronized with the action sequences, it carries the film forward. Although it is not
music that is quickly associated with war, it
works into Cox's mad scheme of things. The
comic element that is injected into the film
doesn't work at all, yet it adds validity 10
the synthesized beat. The humor (a seemingly obvious ploy to push the sell of this
account that many Americans will find hard
to swallow) is slapstick and has no place in
the film. An attempt at humor would be acceptable if the jokes or situations were funnv- , but why
- have Marlee Matlin (as
Walker's fiancee) playa cameo that pokes
fun at her deafness with profane subtitles?
She is subjected to lines like "Fuck a pig,"
which tries to draw humor from an image
of handicapped as prim and proper or
<imply innocent. It is not that funny and
neither are the scenes when past ;s mixed up
w:~h
present devices. \~"h;..n Walker
becornes president, two men are pictured
reading about it in Peopie magazine. and
while a horse and buczv :,.., travelins on a
dirt road , a twentieth century automobile
speeds past quickly. While comedy like this
is cute and may bring a smirk to the face.
that is all it does. which is not enough
reason to watch a movie,
Walker is financed by an American
businessman named Cornelius Vanderbilt,
pia) ed by Peter Boyle. Again, Boyle's few
scenes fail to utilize the tepid anger
displayed in his earier film. Joe, and replace
talent with more obscenities, The fine visual
energy of the film is diverted in directions
t hat leave the story and im plications of
American intervention meaningless. The
excess of brutality throughout and especially in the opening are simply redundant,
leaving no meaning to be developed after
the first quarter of the movie.

---

characters such as Jerry Tracey (played by
Charles Stuart Feldman), the urologist that
wears a buttondown shirt with gold chains
dangling around his entire chest, looking
for the closest available female with lust in
his eyes. Wake: A Farce opens in the house
of John and Gert Hart, where the wake is
taking place. Susan is their somewhat obnoxious and nosey daughter (an excellent
performance by Angela Madden) and Vannie is the son that has come home from college to attend the wake. Vinnie is played by
Robin Bennet, a natural in the part of an
upwardly mobile Michael J. Fox type,
wandering around the stage passing comments about the family predicaments. At
the same time, Gert is looking for the
camera to take pictures of everyone with
Granny in the casket, and Susan runs into
the kitchen crying that mommy wants to
take a picture of her kissing granny. One by
one, characters go in the living room to see
granny, and come back into the kitchen (the
setting of the entire show) expressing that
"Granny never looked so good." It is at the
end of the first act, when a mysterious guy
named Elmo (Mark W. McCoy) sneaks into
the house that it's realized there was a
mistake and the body of granny is in a
sachel slung over his back. Now Elmo must

l...

Boston sucks.
Similar to my days Bronx cheering Jim
Rice and Carlton Fisk, there's really
nothing but respect (fear) and admiration
(jealousy) for these athletes (records), but
seriously I can admit it, the Volcano Suns
are the best live band in the nation. In fact.
due to another recent lineup change, in
which Chuck Hahn and Bob Weston have
replaced Jon Williams and Jeff Weigand, a
good thing may have gotten better.
Although Hahn's guitar doesn't sound as
thick as Williams', the guy's perpetual mo-

tion. Besides, the precipice is still enough of a
controlled feedback that it pays homage to
Roger Miller (and Bob Mould too). Bumper
Crop, the third Vol Suns LP, and the first
with the new lineup, is Peter Prescott's continuation of the veil of lunacy that accompanies his vision of "throwing melodies in
the middle of chaos," (which, in other
words, is Mission of Burma without Miller
or Clint Conley's occasional mope tendencies.) In the past, the world was enlightened
by Prescott's wise-ass coverage of the important issues - small town grandiloquency ("Dots on the Map") and phoniness
("Village Idiot"), materialistic passing fancies ("White Elephant"), and questions on
success vs. loyalty ("Balancing Act").
In this go-around Prescott implies he's
really nothing more than anti-intellectual
. hogwash on "Local Wise Man," (UMy
motto was and always been ignorance is
bliss") but, once again, we know the guy's
full of shit. With the exception of maybe
Paul Westerberg, only Prescott can find
ways to make nonsensical metaphors like
"My body's on a hanger/and the closet's
nice and warm/I just got back from
another world/and boy am I on fire/they're
so tired," into social criticism. And if that
isn't enough, he's a consistent banger on
the skins, so much so the mix never
lightens, and therefore even when the harmonizing gets too quirky for these ears, the
thrash keeps me occupied,
Ironically, one of the reasons Vol Suns
can keep making noise is the creation of the
Big Dipper. If there is one major trend in
1987, it has been the year where the icons of
loud and fast, (Husker Du , The
Replacements) and white noise (Big Black,
Sonic Youth) attempt to streamline their
sound, and in each instance the turn toward

_

IlIpper -

the rI........... to _ke it big.

Together ,~which bashes the very scope
from which they exists.
Already, Big Dipper has made the inevitable crossroads towards airplay. "She's
Fetching," featuring its uptempo melody
and guitar line lifted from "Boys Don't
Cry," is a certain college radio hit (college
radio, of course, being where there's
nothing certain).
The most interesting tracks, however, are
"Lunar Module," and "When Men Were
Trains. " The former crossbreeds the Suns
and Dumptruck literally, and the result is
English Sett/ement-era XTC without the accents. With a verse of "When the sun lights
up the sky/the moon just hides her face and
cries...for no one to see," is certainly
psychedelia-cutesy, but with the refrain of
"that's how it seems" repeatedly fading out
the song, is XTC personified.
"When Men Were Trains" was written
by Michael Cudahy, a fellow Bostonian.
whose own group Christmas plays. quite
good dissonant pop. But on Dipper's
"Trains" the twin churning guitars and
four part harmony are only the beginnings
of an indication of what this band can eventually accomplish. Who said Heavens isn't
a place on earth? If so, it regrettably must
be somewhere in Boston.

slight accessibility hasn't hurt. But the Suns
didn't follow suit, nor did they need to,
since spinoff Big Dipper was the natural
evolution of the power punk trio. (I think
it's something like Coca Cola and Coca Cola
Classic, you know?)
Earlier this year a six song EP Boo Boo
shook some rock critics' heads with Big Dipper's eclectic brand of pop music. Having a
unit that not only interned under wildman
Prescott (bassist/singer Steve Michener and
guitarist/singer Gary Waleik), but also a
pop structuralist, Seth Tiven (Michener in
Dumptruck) and add to that the slashing
guitar of Bill Goffrier, formerly of the Embarrassment and you've got the makings of
an underground supergroup.
Decked out in Ollie North haircuts, and
Choate hand-me-downs, this foursome appears to be better suited for lawnmowing on
Saturday afternoons than to release one of
the finest records this year. But as stated on
"Humason": "The facts don't seem to
mean much, just like the clothes I put on,"
we' begin to realize these guys really do
understand their scene.
In fact, if Big Dipper didn't appreciate
their struggle to make bullshit significant,
they' couldn't write 'All Going Out

"'NUTS' IS AFRONT-RUNNER
FOR THIS YEAR'S OSCAR RACE!"
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USTREISAND'S FINEST PERFORMANCE.
-SHE WILL- KNOCK
YOU OUT OF YOUR SEAT:'
Jeffrey lyons, SNEAK PREVlEWS'USA TONIGHT
uSTREISAND AND DREYFUSS ARE BRJWANT.
'NUTS'
IS AMUST:'
- Pat Collins, WMJR·lV
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WAKE: A FARCE.

A
play by Anne Phelan. Directed by Thorn
Yarnal. The 13th Street Repertory Company November 24th through December
20th 50 West Thirteenth Street 675-6677.
For anyone that has ever been to a wake.
aside from the true sympathy for the
deceased, they can be comical in a morbid
sense. Everyone in the family attends these
unfortunate functions. from the close
relatives to distant friends, and what results
is a bizarre concoction of personalities.
Sometimes family secrets emerge, relatives

Wby would anyone want to steal 2ranny·s body?

perform the task of replacing the body in
the casket with granny's, while the rest of
the family darts about the house, worrying
about who is sleeping with whom, and who
is going to get the inheritance. Still, while
all this is going on, Gert is worrying about
tying a black ribbon around the goldfish
bowl and in one part scurries to the kitchen for a papertowel because the baby
"spit up" in the coffin.
Mary-Beth Gregg displays fine talent as
Peggy Carr, the family member that is having an affair with John. While they run
from room to room trying to steal a few
moments alone, 2 woman from the real
estate agency is showing the house to a married couple. The wife of the prospective
buying couple is a fashion designer and to
make the sale, the woman from the real
estate firm gives them the line HI admire
you people so much, you choose what we

(Continued Page B17, Column J)
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Zero Zero Trashes 007 An Interview With
Agent Zero Zero
Billy Milano
by Genrikh Borovik
.
The Fourth Wall Repertory
79 East 4th Street
Phone: 254-5060

By ERIC KUN

By JOHN D. FRANK

Agent Zero Zero, written by Genrikh
Borovik, a well-known Soviet playwright,
successfully accomplishes the two objectives it sets out to achieve: making its audience laugh and think about the United
States' political ideologies.
The play essentially makes fun of the
U.S.'s faults in their undercover operations. The characters, acting as secret
agents, poke fun at American agents in
every way possible-from their costumes to
their lines.
It is obvious that the play is written by a
native of the Soviet Union. He devotes the
entire play to portraying the U.S.'s secret
agents as being idiots by unveiling how the

-,

stated above, shows the U.S. as a bunch of
morons. But aren't (he Soviets in the same
spy game as us, Mr. Borovik ? Why not
mention this fact in your play? The play is
too strongly pro-Soviet. It is this aspect of
the play which places it in second place to
brilliance. If Mr. Borovik had made fun of
both super powers, the play would then
take on universal meaning.
The playas a comedy is extremely enjoyable. It is this aspect: of the play that
gives it its strength and \\;11 keep it running
for a long time in theaters.
Agent Zero Zero also "has another high
point-it makes a plea for world peace.
And who doesn't like that? GenriJch

~

~

8
>~

~

~
~

~

~

U.S.'s secret operations are at times unjust;
lacking intelligence and logic. The points
Borovik raises are valid. It is a well
documented fact that at times the U.S. is
unjust. It goes beyond the law and makes
stupid mistakes (as can be seen with the
Iranscam). Agent Zero Zero is entirely
directed at the United States government-the men and women in power.
The play is presently being performed in
Russia to standing room audiences only.
The reason is simple to deduce: the play, as

Borovik is working hard for world peace as
he is currently the chairman of the AJISoviet Peace Committee.
In addition, Agent Zero Zero also rr.akes
its audience more aware of the possibilities
of the destruction of the world due to a
mistake or the stupidity of man. Thus the
play advocates elimination of all nuclear
weapons.
Agent Zero Zero is playing at the Fourth
Wall Political Theater. I'm sure you will
like him as much as Double-Q-Seven.

1ftU-HftU HftU-

Aku-Aku's

fatu~

looks bfi&lat.

AKU-AKU
Aku Aku - Aku A ku
(Shatter Records)
Recently, I had a chance to see Aku Aku
ar the New York Institute of Technology.
Ak u Aku is a Long Island Band flirting
with 'Jig time success. The band's live performance offered a look into the band's
future dance-oriented sound and a glimpse
o f their harder edged past.
The dance sound is what the band does
best. "No Expression," a runner-up for
Screamer of the Week on WLIR this summer, and "Serious" are 'top-notch dance
songs.
Aku Aku's performance showed a lot of

polish. The funk bass lines of bassist Hardgroove blended well with drummer Harvey
Neil.
While the rest of the band was very good,
the highlight was definitely lead vocalist
Neal Hooper. His new-wave sound had just
the roc k edge needed to make it interesting.
He also did a good job getting a small,
unenthusiastic crowd up and dancing.
Ak u Aku is recording a new record now.
A release date has not been set. With a little
promotion, you could be hearing a lot from
Aku Aim.
- Mark Schnurman

Controversy and harsh criticism has surrounded the release of M.O.D.'s (Method
of Destruction) debut album, U.S.A. for
AI.D.D. Critics have charged that the
album was racist, attacking blacks and
homosexuals while trivializing suicide and
lashing out against bilingualism.
M.O.D. was created after the disbandment of S.O.D. (Stormtroopersof Death).
S.O.D., a project created by Scott Ian, was
immensely popular in the hardcore-heavy
metal scene. When S.O.D.disbanded, all
its members returned to the other bands
they belonged to. Scott Ian and Charlie
Benante returned to Anthrax, Danny LiIker
to Nuclear Assault and Billy Milano went
on to create M.O.D.
Milano, who writes the lyrics for
M.O.D., contends his lyrics are
misunderstood. A sample of the words that
critics have complained about are in
"Aren't You Hungry," a song ridiculing
the U.S.A. for Africa project.
U.S.A. for Africa
What a fucking scam
Charity begins at home
What about our land
America has its problems
That's what should come first
Fuck that nigger's charity
LeT them die of thirst
In an exclusive Ticker interview, Milano
explains his music his way.
Eric Kun: Let's start at the beginning.
Where did you grow up and what was the
music like?
BiUy Milano: I grew up in Bergen County in
New Jersey and basically what I grew up to
was Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath and Ted
Nugent.
EK: When did you start to write your own
music?
BM: Eight years ago with my first hard-

write about because this is what affects me
the most at this point in time in my life.
EK: So personally, you don't believe that
Ethiopians should die of famine or that
AIDS is a death sentence from God. You're
just speaking what you hear around you.
8M: Exactly. What I believe AIDS is is
chemical warfare. I've said this in every interview, but they don't print it because they

(Continued from Page B14)
people wear." She continues to say that
.working in Ohio must make them feel like
missionaries. The plot of this play is very
confusing, but in the end it all comes
together. Nevertheless, it is very funny.
This is an off-off Broadway show that must
not be missed.

Milano
(Continued from Page B16)
because I only live up the street from them.
I don't know, the kids in Bergenfield were a
little weird towards it. They took it the
wrong way and thought it was whatever, no
big deal. So that's the first part of the song.
The second part comes from a personal-the kids'-point of view. Who's going to do it? If you're going to go insane
talking about it, why talk about it? You
should just do it. Believe me, I'm not prosuicide because my brother did commit
suicide and it's a really fucked up thing.
However, you're making things worse by
talking about it. I'm not saying to do it.
This is just from the way they would see it.
EK: Did you write the lyrics for this
album?
8M: On most of it, yes. I wrote most of
the music also.
EK: How much input did Scott Ian have?
8M: He just helped arrangements.
EK: Do you think M.O.D. owes any of
the success they've had to S.O.D.?
EK: Of course it does. If S.O .D. didn't
exist, I wouldn't have got everything I need-

ed.
Did Megaforce tell you 10 straighten
up your image or else you wouldn't get
another recording contract?
BM: Absolutely not. Absolutely not. First
of all, John Z. and Marsha Zazula, who are
the owners of Megaforce Records, to me
are not just a record label. They are like my
family. It goes beyond that. If it wouldn't
have been on Megaforce, I wouldn't have
done it.
EK: They totally support M.O.D.?
8M: They totally support me, yes. They
believe in M.O.D.
EK: Do you have another album upcoming?
8M: Everything's done. We just. started
writing lyrics.
EK: Remembering what happened with
this album, do you think the way you write
your lyrics and present your point of view
will be any di ffercnt ?
8M: Absolutely,
EK: What do you think you'll do?
8M: Well first of all, I didn't expect people to get so bent out of shape and I think
the reason they got so bent out of shape is
because two members from Anthrax
weren't involved with this because they
need Anthrax press to get their magazines
to sell. S.O.O. was just as bad as this. I'm
not saying the M,O.D. album is great or
good from a point of view because some
people do take it the wrong way. I take
things the wrong way sometimes. I hear a
song about Satan and I say, "What are
they? Fucking pro-Satan?!" And yet, they
could be putting them down. It's the way
you present it.
EK: You have some concerts coming up.
When and where?
8M: We're playing six shows in Germany,
two in Holland. I believe both of them (the
shows in Holland) were cancelled.
EK: How come?
8M: From what I hear, there was a neoNazi party that wanted to rally at the show
and have a meeting there or whatever,
which is totally fucked up because it just
ruined things for us. Our last show will be
at the Dynamo in England.
EK:

. coreband.

EK: I read the letter that you wrote to the
press and I heard your debut album. I'm
curious about a few things you say in your
letter. You say "What is shocking to you is
that I had the balls to take closet hatred
out into the open and make you look at it. ,.
I'm wondering how your average music
listener is supposed to understand that
you're writing from a first person narritive
and not taking that bigoted or racist point
of view. How do you expect people listening to' your album to understand and not to
be critical?
8M: I thought they would understand.
Obviously, I was proven "Tong. Even if
they understood it, I guess the reaction I
was looking for was saying "This was fucked
up because how could someone say t his and
not fucking mean it?" But. what it comes
down to is everything was said about what
really goes on, what I hear. I did grow up in
a segregated neighborhood. I lived in the
Guinea part of the neighborhood, the wop
part, as it was put. And there was the
Jewish section and whatever other section
you had. And this was an upper class
neighborhood, which is what all three sections were, but they were still segregated.
EK: In other words, based on your growing up in this neighborhood, you're writing
about what you grew up with and what was
around you, the attitudes and feelings.
8M: They still are around me. Everyday,
I go to work, I hear it. Whenever I go into
the city, you find it. You find it everywhere
you look. You turn on a corner and you see
it. There's not a fucking place in this world
where you can go and not find it, these
thoughts in someone's head. And that's the
God-to-honest truth. You can ask anybody.
EK: Ultimately, what did you hope to accomplish with this album? Did you want to
make some statement about racial hatred?
8M: Well naturally, my first objective
was to have an impact on the industry
where everyone would have to look back
and say, "Well, this was the guy, number
one." I could have wrote about other stuff.
These other bands write about the antiChrist and shit like that and pain or suffering or whatever. But this is what I chose to

Carnage Liberty, Justice
and the
Hardcore Way
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just print what the song is about. So they
don't give me my chance (0 say something
as Billy. They don't give me my creative input. But as far as the Ethiopians go, you
know, it's sad that people starve and die,
but you got to look at this way: they
brought it upon themselves: When they
were under U.S. care 15 years ago, they
weren't starving. When they turned into a
Communist, I guess the word I'm looking
for is like an outpost, then the Russians
said, "Well, we don't need to help you anymore and we don't need you because we got
what we wanted." What it was I have no
idea. Maybe it was to, you know. test this
AIDS drug, 'cause that's where it started,
down in South Africa and those areas.
However, once Russia got through with
them, Or the Soviet Union. if you want to
say, they decided to say, "See you later."
And who do they come crying back to? The
valid points I make on the album are on
these songs: What about the U.S.? That's
what I'm concerned about.

EX:

Starvation in our own backyard?

BM: Not just starvation. Look at the state
of th~ nation we're in. We have the (budget)
deficit and there are people starving in our
own country, but we have other problems
I hat have to be straightened out. There's
the crime rate and this drug shit going on.
It's ridiculous.
'

~K: In thefirst part ofY.B., you're saymg a person shouldn't give up hope before
they really start in life, but you finish off by
saying that they should kill themselves
before they go crazy. What are you trying
to say?
BM: The first part of the song is about
(hose kids in Bergenfield that killed
themselves, which was really fucked up

(Continued Page B17. Column 1)

Faith
(Continued from Page B10)
constantly interrupts the church service to
testify that lesus is her man. The play also
deals with more serious matters. A sports
fanatic salesman is dumped by an unfulfill-

Agnostic Front - "Liberty and Jus/ice
for... " (Combat)
The second Agnostic Front al bum, Cause
for Alarm, was the band's first attempt at
incorporating metal into their hardcore
sound. It was a great album, but some of
the band's hardcore fans considered the
change in sound to be a sell out. Apparently
not wanting to make the. same mistake
again, Agnostic Front has put little, if any,
metal sound onto their newest release,
"Liberty and Justice for... ".
Now that the band has gone back to their
hardcore roots, they. don't sing too
favorably of their Cause for Alarm days. In
"Anthem, " vocalist Roger tells how a
"plague" had put to rest everything he had
once felt inside. Roger sings, HIs this the
way I'll die? No! L'll find the sense ofhonor
that I held once before. ., It's an excellent
track during which the band not only states
that they will not compromise their ideals,
but proves it as well by making that claim in
a strong hardcore song.
Like most of this album's tracks, "Anthem" is a fast song that has much emphasis on rhythm guitar and drums. The
major flaw on most of this Ip's tracks,
however, are the vocals. Whereas on Cause
for A larm, Roger whined the lyrics, this
time around he growls them. As a result,
most of the band's fine lyrics are
undecipherable.
Using a lyric sheet however, you find
that, as the name Agnostic Front implies,
this band questions everything about our
society. In the title track, they condemn
"race wars fed by prejudice and fright. "
The band asks, "Can we ever hope to find
solutions, when our country has sold it's
Constitution?" In' "Strength" the band has
a more uplifting message. Roger sings,
"You better find the drive while you're
young-andstit! alive. No one hands you the
truth, no one can say what'sright for you.',
"Liberty and Justice... is a fine release,
but the pure hardcore sound will no doubt
result in this album being ignored outside of
the hardcore community. But, it should be
noted that the band doesn't want success if
it means they must compromise their
sound. That puts Agnostic Front in an enviable position of being able to hold their
heads high, even if they do not sell very
many albums.
- John Ricard
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By R08YN ELLEN HENZEL
A few years ago, Aerosmith was on the
verge of falling into the "Where Are They
Now? '-' category. While cited as a major infl uence by everyone from Cinderella to
Motley Crue to Bon Jovi to Poison,
Aerosmith consistently tried and failed to
make an additional impact of their own.
Reported drug use, internal conflicts and
band breakups obliterated their former suecess as a premiertouring and recording act.
Therefore, it is no accident that their new
and highly successful comeback album is
titled "Permanent Vacation. " A few years
ago, it was almost inconceivable that
Aerosmith could even dream of selling out
a major national tour - they were falling
apart. Steven Tyler was getting to know
drugs on a highly personal level while loe
Perry was probably staying home and practicing his sneer in the bathroom mirror.· We
heard rumours that the rest of the guys were
working part time at the McDonaIds at 71st
and Broadway. "
The band has now emerged from their
sleazy and semi-retired state to finally claim
the credit that is due them as today's in-

back, and everything is as it should be.
The show on Friday the 13th at the
Meadowlands was more of the same. The
band provides a strong sense of humor, excellent musicianship and unspeakable
clothing. Joe Perry was wearing a black,
shiny latex suit, while Steven Tyler was
wearing his usual collection of tattered
scarves and semi-illegal pants. They
delivered a variety of music, encornpassing
most of the new material and old favorites:
"Train Kept A Rollin," "Dream On," etc.
Although the old stuff was more familiar to
the crowd, and therefore went over in a big
way, the band looked happier playing the
new material, and plain bored during
"Dream On." And then, the encore and
the big surprise - The Sex God Himself, Jon
Bonjovi joined the boys on stage for an old
Beatles song, "I'm Down," also on
Aerosmitb 's latest lp.
The arena was filled with people from the
younger rock and roll set, from the ages of
16 to about 25. Strangely, the band isn't as
removed from the audience by their

II

ed material woman. From the very beginning, this couple argues about silly things
which eventually turns their marriage inside
out. On the other side of town, the play illustrates a la wyer (Robert Marvin WrightBey) who dumps his girlfriend (Chip
Fields). She pays his way through law
school just to find out that he's seeing
another woman. The last conflict of this
play is a level headed professional ripping
his marriage apart in his addiction with
drugs. All of these conflicts are greatly
acted out and putting icing on the cake were
Vanessa Bell Armstrong and Be Be Winans.
If it weren't for Armstrong and Be Be
Winans the play wouldn't get God off the
ground. Even though the musicians were
not help to them, Vanessa Bell sang like
Patti La Belle the second, and Be Be
Winans sang with a smooth calmness that
reached right off the stage and into the audience.
Be Be Winans surprised me the most
because of th esongs he sang separately.
The songs "Change Your Nature" and
"Still In Love With You" (both taken from
Be Be and Ce Ce Winans newest album)
were both ministering altar call songs that
convicted the mind and soul.
The choir was excellent. I felt like I was in
a Holy Ghost service when they sang the
song "He'll Make It Allright." That handclapping song lifted everyone off their feet
because each choir member got to sing the
lead vocal.
The playas a whole is definitely a winner.
With the exception of the musicians,
everything was perfect.

fluence, effectively translating their experience from the past into energy for now.
Although Done With Mirrors was an
agreeable album, it was not the commercial
success it should have been. It was not properly backed up with the all vital tour and
hot video. The same mistake was not made
this time - "Dude Looks Like A Lady,"
the song that reportedly wrote itself, makes
for a great video. No long romantic looks
into the foz machine, no extraterrestrial
special effects and no voodoo witchcraft garbage is necessary. All you get is the band,
looking healthy, sounding great, with Perry
somehow smiling despite the fact that his
lips are seemingly attached to his nose, and
Tyler dancing around, doing trademark
stage moves that no one since has really
been able to copy. There are even a few
glimpses of Tyler in full drag. In this case,
Dude looks like a bimbo. Steve's crotch
grabbing was enough to get the censors interested, and the video banned from Friday
Night Videos. In other words, Aerosmith is

own vast difference in age, as you might expect. Although the distance from the stage
to the audience has been named one of the
greatest distances known to mankind, a few
bands can communicate effectively across
the abyss. Aerosmith can and does.
It is important for the next wave of rock
and rollers to be aware of Aerosmith, if only for their own sexual health. This band
has one of the raunchiest, healthiest sexual
images around. Although many of today's
hard rock acts write the most trashy and
sexually loaded lyrics imaginable, it is not
always as it might seem. Many of these acts
are simply turning sexual energy into aggression for those teenagers who are uncomfortable with their new found sexuality.
Aggression and dominance are interesting if
not substituted for the real thing. The cure
for this? Send the kids on tour with
Aerosmith for a few days. They'll be all
right when they get home, and those speed
metal/thrash albums from Hell will gather
dust forever after.
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BUSINESS'
PENSIONS

TIAA
SURVIVES
MARKET
DROP
By NANNETTE F. GORDON

-

Participants of the Teachers'
Insurance and Annuity Association and College Retirement
Equities Fund (TIAA·CREF) pension plans, suffered little, if any
impact from the stock-market
crash, October 19, 1987, according to Jerry Tepper, Benefits
Officer of Personnel at Baruch.
Tepper stated that "the only
real loss was on paper which
does not necessarily translate
to a loss of income for
beneficiaries." According to an
article in The Chronicle of
Higher Education, "between
September 30 and October 21 of
this year, CREF, which is based
on stock-market investments,
lost more than 18 percent of its
value. However, the funds yearto-date total return dropped just
14 percent between December
31, 1986 and October 27, 1987.
Total return reflects changes in
a stocks price, plus dividends,
minus investment expenses."
In effect. the state pensions
systems suffered less from the
stock market crash than did
private systems which tend to
invest less in the stock market
and more heavHy in bonds. But. concerned retirees are
wandering whether they should
postpone retiring for another
year, while faculty members are
wandering if they should contribute any more money to
CREF and if now is a good time
to switch from CREF to TIAA,
which is based on long-term
business loans and mortgages.
For existing accounts, the
transfer of money from CREF to
TIAA could be crucial because it
cannot be moved back to CREF.
But the Trustees of higher
educations leading pension
companies recent approval of a
plan offering new investments
and accounts allows new accounts to have that flexibility,
according to the Chronicle.
"Because many faculty
members complained that they
would have liked to move their
accumulated pension money
out of stock-related CREF fund
Into a money-market account. it
is believed that the new fund
was created from mounted
pressure after the October 19
crash." reported the Chronicle.

International

··SPORTS

goods a better investment, according to a recent article
published in Fortune Magazine.
Further, it suggests that an
increase in import prices will
not change the American consumers attitude. "Consumers
would have to cut back on imports only if the prices are raised by 30 percent, which seems
unlikely," indicated Business
Week. "U.S. consumers," it
predicted, "spent close to $160
billion last year alone, on imported goods." One reason
given, is that there are only a
small number of established
American companies, which
produce such goods as electronics, sporting goods, toys,
shoes and clothing. Therefore,
Americans would be willing to
pay the premium in the event
there is a hi ke in import prices.
"Ann L. Satorius, (a 33 yearold, Houston dental hygeinist),"
quoted in Business Week stated
that, "the quality and service of
foreign cars are better."
Foreign companies are doing
better because they are producing and selling goods in various
other countries. Germany's
Melitta group makes coffee
machines in Hong Kong and
paper filters in Canada, and
Sony Corp. makes all their TVs
in North America. Also, they are
buying coffee in Latin America
and Africa. But. foreign companies are not the only ones
buying in -other countries, the
U.S. companies use foreign
parts and materials bought
elsewhere.
To alleviate the situation,
many Japanese manufacturers
have announced mild price
hikes on VCRs. Ironically, the
U.S. reports that they may
follow with price hikes also.
As the sltuatton stands. many
Americans find the purchaslnq
of foreign goods cheaper. and
Americans are willing to pay a
premi um for these foreign
goods.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Career
Management
Students interested in
careers in the business world,
particularly the credit management field, should be aware that
over the past few decades.
business and government
managers around the world
have increased the number of
transactions they make on
credit.
According to a recent article
in Business Week, "money is
not only a measure of value of
goods and services, it is also a
tradeable commodity. ,.

By AFIA ALI

Credit
managers
are
employees who oversee credit
transactions. They are typically
persons who have graduated
with a business or accounting
degree and are hired by large
companies, specifically for that
position. Business executives
who handle relations with
banks and credit services are
also credit managers.

Due to the unstable condition
of the dollar, Americans have
found the purchase of foreign

Those interested in banking
would be hired into a bankofficer trainee program fi rst,

Americans

Turn To
Foreign Goods

and eventually climb with experience to the level of Credit
Manager.
. Others
interested
in
specialized training for credit
management should consider
the "Credit Research Foundation, an organization offeri ng a
variety of courses for busi ness
executives," as indicated by
Business Week. The National
Association of Credit Management is one of the few organizations which offers this training.
According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, starting
salaries range at about $14,000
for a bank-otficer trainee,
$29,000 for a bank-officer and
$50,000 for bank-officers who
have an MBA.

BounCing into the

The Declining Power
.of ulbor· U·nions
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By MARK CALLAHAN

As the school semester winds down and
students prepare for finals, some people
must prepare for other things as well. The
women's basketball season has begun and
the girls are facing a tough schedule. Nevertheless, coach Penny- Weiner and team are
keeping. high spirits and looking forward to
each game. Six years ago, Weiner coached
Baruch basketball, but the team was
dissolved due to lack of support. This is her
first year back coaching at college level and
she is a good coach.

JOB MARKET
(
'\

BOUNCING
BACK
Lost your job? Don't fret, do
something about it, fast. The
following seven suggestions from
the October /Novem ber issue of
Business Week CAREERS tell you
how to get a job fast.
Don't Blame Yourself
Don't agonize over why you lost
your job, once it happens the
reasons don't matter. Just concentrate on finding a new post.
Turn Negatives into Positives
It's easier to solve your unemployment problems than to try and cope
with the loss of self-esteem and income.
Act Now
Don't take a couple of weeks to
think things over. It might turn into
a couple of months and you'll still
be out of work.
Aim High

..,

To understand the team, one has to take
an outlook 011 each person. Novella Lewis
is a guard who hustles on defense. She has a
nice drive to the basket. Terry "Windfield"
James is a point guard who has a good outside shot. She is also quick on a fast break.
The leading scorer on the team of Marie
Epp. Epp has an excellent shooting form
and knows the game well. "Marie is a complete player." commented coach Weiner.
Baruch has one of the quickest centers in
the teague in tne form of Hilary Williams.
Williams is a "superb athlete" according to
Weiner. She is lightening fast on defense
and. an excellent .rebounder. .Weiner looks
forward to more point production from
Williams. The fifth starter on the team is
Ann Marie Walker. She is a good jumping
forward. Even though a beginner to the
sport, she is 1earning the game well. The
bench is also strong and ready'to play. Oeo
Guiste is "a coachable player who works
hard on defense," said Weiner. She is improving on offense as a guard. The most ag-

•.

gressive player on the team is the back-up
center Lavonda Davis. She is learning the
game for the first time and will improve
with practice. Another aggressive player is
Michelle Augute. She isa tough guard and
coach Weiner said, "I am encouraged by
her progress." An anxious back-up player
IS Theresa Smallwood. Smallwood is new to
the game and has much to learn but is adapting well. To wrap up the team is Lizette
Rivera. Rivera loves the game almost as
much as the coach does and "has a
knowledgeable desire to improve," added
the coach. As a whole the team plays well in
practice and scrimmage. The problem is
that the team consists mainly of freshmen
who have never worked together before.
Small mistakes cause the team to get upset
and lose confidence. but Weiner has this to
say: "Confidence will grow with more experience together and individually."

..,.""',,.'
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SOUR SUPPORT
By MARK CALLAHAN
"-

I would just like to comment on the
outlook of the women's basketball team in
the eyes of the fan. Support was never one
of Baruch's known activities. The students
figure that the team isn't doing well, and
they can think of better things to do than
watch a bunch of would-be athletes lose to
other schools. This approach is selfish and
narrow-minded. What about the players?
How do you think that they feel? The walk
into --8 gym that is located in.the same
building as the school and students don't
even show up to give any type of support at
all. Stop to think for a minute how the
players feel.
To even be a player on an athletic team
such as Baruch, much time is needed. Many
of the players have to quit their full or even
part-time jobs just to remain on the team.
They must practice at all different times of
the day and night. No one can keep a steady
job without conflicting hours. In addition
to that, the team must practice five times a
week and attend games at least twice a week

The team has set some goals they hope to
accomplish during the year. 1) Improve individual and team skills. 2) They wish to h,="
more competitive in the league. 3) Never
give up and play each game as if it were
their Iasi; 4) Gain respect of coacQes and
players of other learns. Penny Weiner is a
patient coach who loves the game. She said,
"It's going to be a challenging and
frustrating season, but we will always have
high hopes that the team will grow together
as one and improve with time." It's a
young team and they'll all be back next year
with more experience and more knowledge
of the game.

on top of that. If that 's not enough pressure
for you, then listen to this. Each student
must maintain a "C" average or better in
order to stay on the team. This means that
the student must not only find time for
practicing, games, school, eating and sleeping, he must also find time in between to
study properly in order to keep up his or her
grades. During all this chaos, all Baruch
students can't find a few hours in a WEEK
to walk over to the home-gym and~ttppOr-t
theirschool and team.
I don't want to sound repetitious in all
my articles about stressing fan support, but
the difference in team spirit and attitude
would be phenomenal. The team would
catch a feeling of belonging. I think that we
owe some recognition to all Baruch sports
after they go through this much trouble to
represent the school and the entire student
body. The team can't have a home field advantage if there is more fan support from
the other side.

\VOMEN~S BASKETBALL"S€JlEtilitZ::;.

EDUCATION

1987/88

A Test of Educational Reform
By JOSEPH MOTO
The senate decision to pass a bill that ·wouid create the first rna·
jor federal education exam has spurred some In1eresting reaction,
especially by those that teach in the system. Critics claim that lbe
increased amount of standardized exams has decreased' ·the
teachers' time that they have to spend going over specific ~ t
matter that is dictated in the curriculum. What the educatOrsfaftto
realize is that a solid network of. examinations is n8cessarY·.;·fi:t
creating an efficIent system of promoting yotdhstC? hi9....... ~~
. Unified examination.can provide on a~national.:·teveI..,,"""'"
that will establish a curriculum for all teachers to follow.. One~·
blem. inside of the system, such as students being .P@,,~~~
..biQber.grades eV8A,tboup,.thay-don·t4888F¥e4t,'·~alx11·i!....~,.
ti.Uy be quelled by tbjs -constant ~Ing.. "(0 .axpect~.~
..()erfec1 sY$l8mwouJd be a fony. BUfat;Jiast a larger ~;i§iI;

Don't assume you'll never find a
position as good as your last job. If
you apply for lower-level positions,
you'll be told you're overqualified.
Make your next career move a step
ahead. You won't find a better job
if you don't try.
Meet the Decision-Makers
Don't go to the personnel department unless you're seeking a job in
personnel. Personnel screens,
management hires.
Look for Opportunities
fqr.J"'• .
You can create an opportunity for .~~~~~~~~.~.~~:~~.!:f,-,_~~
QfIUVIU~.?no, ~UI'IUURI.·
~',';~
"
.'
. '. " "," .(..:~<:-~'>~
yourself if you can help a firm in- . As 'a, fOOtnote, ~o th~.. argument. -It should· be poInt8Ct~,. . .
crease sales, lower costs, or save ex- tests.,e ~tltne$;·theonly lncent've 'for a stUdent. tq ~~)A
penses.
youth that Is not· fnstantlyattraeted·to.~corteept ofl.~~1
Interview for Offers
tQgically flnd''nO r~to study. untess,bl$g,ade8 ~-~lt_
Interviews should be viewed as op- Since un~aally lOw grades·are not deSlljd by. ~h&fr~
portunities to change your' life for conditioning during chIldhood,
~inat1orl
·~~~
the better. Use every opportunity to '.pUsk1Q..qJ failing ~.wnl·~:the.cblklren·s.e~~""practice your interview skills, no
matter what you think of the com- ·~~.fJIt·~·~:.~~~P~~.,~~.'
ancf'COf1lJCtIhg It;'fea"ihg ft'IOnt:""·:;kJ. ~tfi8:.~.a.<
pany.
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Rankis'
Renegades
By MARK CALLAHAN
'-

As the leaves blossom into various spec-

trums of color and fall off of the tree, it
shows times are changing. Along with the
times, so do sporting events change. The
men's soccer and woman's volleyball teams
have wrapped up their seasons, and it is
now time for basketball.
Coach Ray Rankis and the team are convinced about having a winning season this
year. "We could go all the way," commented Elijah Middleton, an agressive
fieldgoaler who basically goes to the hoop.
"We have three point scorers, good
defense, and we can learn to work together
more. "
Rankis figured that in order for the team
to do well this year, they must depend on
some key points: I) How the players mesh
offensively as a unit: 'They must try to surpress their egos" said Rankis.sz) How hard
working defense has to be consistant . Gary
Roberts and sam Ssfs are the best men on
defense. Rankis had this to say about the
defense: . 'The defense is very unselfish
about scoring and because of this, it allows
the other players to flourish." 3) How they
can handle adversity; all teams lose. 4) They
must stay away from injuries. This doesn 't
seem possible so far this year, though. The
season has barely got underway and already
the team is pIaaued with injuries. The in-

jury list is unending: Ou'fi Cuevas had an
infection in his leg but he is now in with the
team working out and breaking into the
games; Sam Safa, groin pull; John Sondey,
broken hand from the Pratt game; Sandy
Varellas, chipped ankle.
Basically, the team is well rounded as far
as offense and defense. Hijab Middleton is
an excellent scorer from the inside. Brian
SkriIoff is a good outside shot from three
point range. Kafldy Curio has a quick
release on his shots. Sandy Varellas is very
sneaky on the baseline. "He is able to get
shots off and he is a hard worker," said
Rankis. The tearn also has a good freshman
staff such as Kevin Couch, Ewan Campbell,
CeciIio Freeman. 0Jartes LamIey, Tyrone
Greaves and John Son dey who are
anxiously waiting on the bench. "They
are in various stages and I expect them to
play during the season. They suffer some
because they don't get playing lime, but
they keep the players honest. They are very
spirited and hard workers." Rankis added.
Corning off a disappointing season last
year, one would think that expectations
would be low for this year, but they are just
the opposite. Many of the excited freshmen
like Sandy Varellas, Kevin Couch and Elijah
Middleton said the team had a good chance
of going all the way. Ray Rankis said his

goal was to finish top third in CUNY Conference and finish the season 15-10 or better.
This year, Baruch will face some stiff
competition like Lehman who are former
champions, York and Staten Island who
were J 2-2 during the regular season, John
Jay, CCNY and Hunter. The season wiH 'be
a difficult one not only because of the difficult teams, but the pressure that the team
endures. The practice for the team is 7 9 p.m. When many of Baruch's students
are just getting up, these guys are playing
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basketball. They only practice five days. a
week and most schools practice six or
seven. They must also keep up a C average
just to stay on the tearn. The only time to
study is the time other than school, practice
and games which doesn't leave much time.
One of the things that the team could use is
fan support. The home games are played at
Xavier on 16th Street'betWeen F'i'ftlr- and .
Sixth Avenues. A short walk through a
marvelous city to see a great team. They
really need our fan support so it would be
nice if we all would attend and support our
tearn.

